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Abstract. The by now broadly accepted reliance of society on online services, led to a push
for decentralization to mitigate the societal and technical risks caused by single points of
failure (PoF). One such PoF are cryptographic keys. Thus there is renewed interest in threshold cryptography to distribute the generation and use of such keys. Structure-preserving
signatures (SPS) are an important building block for privacy-preserving cryptographic protocols such as electronic cash and (delegatable) anonymous credentials. However, to date,
no structure-preserving threshold signatures (SPTS) are available. This is unfortunate, as
another PoF is centralized identity management, which could be mitigated by anonymous
credentials.
In this work we aim to close this gap by introducing a notion and constructions of (non-)
interactive SPTS. While it is relatively easy to devise interactive SPTS supporting static
corruptions, e.g., based on the SPS of Ghadafi (CT-RSA’16), constructing non-interactive
SPTS is a much more delicate task. Due to their structural properties, starting from existing
SPS does not yield secure schemes. Thus, we take a different path and first introduce the
notion of message-indexed SPS, a variant of SPS that is parameterized by a message indexing function. Inspired by Pointcheval-Sanders (PS) signatures (CT-RSA’16) and the SPS of
Ghadafi, we then present a message-indexed SPS, which is non-interactive threshold-friendly.
We prove its security in the random oracle model based on a variant of the generalized PS
assumption. Based on our message-indexed SPS we then propose the first non-interactive
message-indexed SPTS, which we prove to be secure under adaptive corruption. Finally, we
discuss applications of SPTS to privacy-preserving primitives.

Keywords: Threshold Signatures, Structure-Preserving Signatures, Message-Indexed
Structure-Preserving Signatures, Groth-Sahai Proof System, Threshold-Issuance Anonymous Credentials, Threshold Group Signatures.
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Introduction

There is a push towards robust and privacy-friendly, decentralized systems. However, in the
decentralized setting, the management of cryptographic keys becomes a challenging issue.
Threshold cryptography [DDFY94,Des90,DF90] is the method of choice to improve availability of keying material and to reduce the trust in single entities. Threshold cryptography
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allows a secret key to be shared among n > 1 parties [Sha79,Bla79] such that the task involving the key can only be performed, if at least t ≤ n parties collaborate. Threshold primitives such as threshold encryption [SG98,CGJ+ 99], threshold signatures [Sho00,DK01], and
threshold verifiable unpredictable functions [GJM+ 21] enable distributed protocols, e.g.,
e-voting systems [CGS97,CFSY96] or multi-party computation [CDN01,DN03], to avoid
single points of failure. Consequently, there is increased interest in threshold cryptography
standards, e.g., by NIST [BDV+ 20], and products, e.g., by Unbound and Sepior4
Due to the rise of cryptocurrencies, blockchain technology, and self-sovereign identity management, threshold signatures [Des90] attract significant research interest,
e.g., [MR01,Bol03,Lin17] and [DKLs19,CGG+ 20,KMOS21]. We recall that a (n, t)threshold signature scheme distributes the signing key among n signers and any subgroup
of size at least t can jointly generate a signature. Unforgeability holds as long as fewer than
t key shares are known to the adversary.
A threshold signature is said to be non-interactive if the signers can generate their own partial signatures independently without communicating with the
other signers. Compared to threshold variants of Schnorr [GJKR03,KG20] and
(EC)DSA [GJKR96,DKLs19,CGG+ 20], due to their deterministic behavior threshold variants of RSA [RSA78] or BLS signatures [BLS01] tend to be the most appropriate schemes
for non-interactive threshold signatures [Sho00,DK01,Bol03,BL22]. Besides the distributed
use of the secret keys, an aspect of threshold cryptography worth emphasizing is Distributed
Key Generation (DKG) [Ped92]. It avoids the presence of a trusted party to initially generate the key shares: in DKG the secret key can be generated in a distributed way without
anyone learning the entire key.
Structure-preserving (threshold) signatures. Structure-preserving signatures
(SPS) [AFG+ 10] are signatures constructed over bilinear groups, i.e., groups G1 , G2 and
GT , all of prime order p, equipped with a non-degenerate and efficiently computable pairing e : G1 × G2 → GT . One requires that messages and signatures only include source
group elements (elements from G1 and G2 ) and the signature verification only checks
group membership and pairing product equations. After their invention, SPS have been
extensively studied with a focus on short signatures [AGHO11,AGOT14,Gha16,Gha17],
lower bounds [AGHO11,AGO11,AAOT18], as well as (tight) security under well-known
assumptions [ACD+ 12,HJ12,KPW15,LPY15,JR17,GHKP18,AJO+ 19]. SPS are compatible with the Groth and Sahai (GS) NIZK proofs [GS08] and, more generally, help avoid
the expensive extraction of exponents in security proofs. This makes them attractive for a
wide variety of privacy-preserving applications, such as group signatures [AFG+ 10,LPY15],
traceable signatures [ACHO11], blind signatures [AFG+ 10,FHS15], attribute-based signatures [EGK14], malleable signatures [ALP12], anonymous credentials [Fuc11,CDHK15],
anonymous e-cash [BCF+ 11] or access control encryption [WC21,SP21].
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While many of the aforementioned applications of SPS are an attractive target for
thresholdization, as of now there is no known threshold construction of SPS that could
serve as their basis.
1.1

Our Contributions

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
– Message-Indexed Structure-Preserving Signatures. In Sect. 3, we introduce the notion
of message-indexed SPS along with its existential unforgeability under indexed chosen message attack (EUF-CiMA) security. This is an important step in making SPS
threshold-friendly. Then, we propose a concrete EUF-CiMA secure SPS scheme which
we prove secure in the random oracle model under a new variant of the generalized PS assumption [KSAP21]. We show the security of this assumption under the
Strong Discrete Logarithm (SDL) assumption [BCN+ 10] in the Algebraic Group Model
(AGM) [FKL18]. Our signatures are highly efficient and consist only of two group elements. This is achieved by relying on an indexed Diffie-Hellman message space, which
allows us to de-randomize signatures and to bypass known impossibility results for
unilateral SPS schemes [AGHO11,Gha16].
– Structure-Preserving Threshold Signatures. In Sect. 4, we introduce the notion of
structure-preserving threshold signatures (SPTS) and propose an efficient and practical non-interactive SPTS based on our EUF-CiMA secure SPS scheme. Our SPTS
is proven to be unforgeable under adaptive corruptions.
– Applications. In Sect. 5, we discuss applications of the proposed SPTS scheme to
anonymous credential systems with threshold-issuance like Coconut [SAB+ 19] and
Coconut++ [RP22], and threshold dynamic group signatures [CDL+ 20].
1.2

Outline and Overview

Desirable properties for SPTS. In addition to desirable properties such as noninteractive signing, uniqueness of signatures, and not just one-time signature security,
we require that structure-preserving threshold signatures satisfies the following criteria:
i) verification keys consist of source group elements (G1 and G2 ) of a bilinear group,
ii) the signature only consists of source group elements, iii) to verify a signature, only
source group messages are needed iv) the signature components are threshold-friendly,
and
group membership testing and pairing product equations of the form
Q Qv) only source
c
i,j
= 1GT need to be executed in the verification algorithm, where Gi ∈ G1
i
j e(Gi , Hj )
and Hj ∈ G2 and ci,j ∈ Zp .
Existing Schemes Close to Our Requirements. Table. 1.2 lists threshold signature
schemes and existing SPS that are close to what we want to achieve. Unfortunately, they
all fail to satisfy some of the aforementioned requirements.
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Table 1. The List of Related Existing Threshold Signatures and Structure-Preserving Signatures. SP, SG,
VK, TF and PPE stand for Structure-Preserving, Source Group, Verification Key, Threshold-Friendly and
Pairing Product Equation respectively. X: Applicable, 7: Not satisfied.
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The message space is not specially for a SG message element and can take any arbitrary bit-length
messages.

More precisely, the (adaptively-secure) threshold variant of BLS [Bol03,BL22] maps any
arbitrary messages to the group using a structure-destroying hash-to-curve function modeled as a random oracle. Libert et al. [LJY14] propose adaptively secure non-interactive
threshold signatures that are based on linearly-homomorphic SPS (LHSPS) [LPJY13].
Despite the fact that this construction is the closest to our requirements, the resulting
threshold signature is not structure-preserving. They either need to rely on random oracles
to hash scalar messages to group elements [LJY14, ‡ 1] or, when avoiding random oracles,
a bit-wise encoding of the scalar message is required [LJY14, ‡ 2]. Gurkan et al. [GJM+ 21]
proposed a so-called (threshold) structure-preserving Verifiable Unpredictable Function
(VUF), which is essentially a unique (threshold) signature [MRV99]. However, their construction is not structure-preserving in the sense of SPS, as like BLS it hashes arbitrary
messages to the group using a random oracle.
Taking a closer look at the existing SPS constructions, there are two promising constructions: LHSPS [LPJY13], but as discussed in [LJY14, Sect. 2], the resulting threshold variant
of this scheme is only a one-time signature. A one-time signature is a digital signature that
can sign only one message per key pair. Ghadafi’s SPS [Gha16] is a threshold-friendly SPS
construction, but as we discuss in this paper it only results in an interactive SPTS (and is
not unique).
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Challenges and Techniques. In a (n, t)-SPTS, a secret signing key, s ∈ Zp , is shared
among n parties, {si }i∈[1,n] , where up to t−1 parties are allowed to be corrupted. To enable
the reconstruction of a signature from partial signatures of at least t parties, the components
should be threshold-friendly. Loosely speaking, a partial signature element such as Asi is
threshold-friendly, when one can implicitly compute s as aQlinear combination of si and
Lagrange coefficients Li by computing a product function (Asi )Li . For instance, partial
signature elements like A1/si are not threshold-friendly as it is not possible to compute the
linear combination of si in the exponent. Due to the constraints imposed by being structure
preserving, a partial signature must only contain source group elements and must not hash
messages during verification.
Our starting point for overcoming these challenges are Pointcheval-Sanders (PS) signatures [PS16,PS18] which neither make use of key inversion during signing nor hashing
during verification. An interesting aspect of PS signatures is that the signing randomness
represents a random basis element. However, the messages of both PS variants are scalars
and thus do not satisfy our requirements. Fortunately, Ghadafi [Gha16] proposed an SPS
that is very similar to PS signatures [PS16]. Meanwhile as we discuss later in the threshold variant of Ghadafi’s SPS to have a uniquely reconstructed signature, we would need
to use a pre-determined random exponents among the signers. This, however, contradicts
non-interactivity and would result in an interactive (at least two-round) SPTS. Interactive
signing, however, requires coordination and communication among all the parties, i.e., all
need to be online: this is often not desirable or even not permitted [CGG+ 20] and can lead
to undetected problems due to (complicated) sub-protocols [TS21]. Consequently, protocols that offer non-interactive signing are preferable. Here one promising starting point
is to exploit a technique used in Coconut [SAB+ 19] and by Camenisch et al. [CDL+ 20]
to non-interactively agree on a common random source group element via hashing in the
signing phase. In [SAB+ 19] the input to the hash function is a commitment of the given
message, while in [CDL+ 20] pre-determined indices are assumed.
We first propose a structure-preserving variant of PS which can be viewed as a modification of Ghadafi’s SPS and show it’s security under a new notion of existential unforgeability
that we call chosen indexed-message attacks (EUF-CiMA). This indexing can be seen as
a parameterized way of instantiating the generation of a common random source group
element. This makes the underlying SPS scheme threshold-friendly and suitable to finally
construct a SPTS. Signature of this scheme only consist of two source group elements
and are thus one element shorter than Ghadafi’s SPS [Gha16] and identical in size to PS
signatures [PS16] in a weaker notion of security that we call EUF-CiMA.
Bypassing impossibility of unilateral SPS. Unilateral SPS are ones where signatures
exclusively contain elements of one source group. It is known that it is impossible to even
build unilateral SPS that are secure against random message attacks [AGHO11]. However,
5

in an asymmetric bilinear setting and over a Diffie-Hellman message space [AFG+ 10], where
the message space is dual in both source groups, Ghadafi [Gha16] has shown that building
a unilateral SPS is indeed possible. While this scheme is not suitable for a non-interactive
SPTS, our approach also circumvents the impossibility in a similar way, but we work on a
so called indexed Diffie-Hellman message space.
Adaptive vs. Static Corruption. Threshold-issuance anonymous credential systems
are a primary application of the proposed SPTS construction. Despite the fact that Coconut [SAB+ 19] does not provide a rigorous security analysis on their construction, recently
Rial and Piotrowska [RP22] provide a full security analysis of a modified Coconut scheme,
called Coconut++ . However, this scheme is only secure under static-corruptions, i.e., where
the adversary must choose all corrupted parties at the beginning of the protocol (after
observing their public keys). However, in reality corruptions can happen over time and
a protection against stronger adversaries, i.e., against adaptive corruptions, is required.
Recently Bacho and Loss [BL22] proposed a new technique to prove the unforgeability of
threshold BLS signatures under adaptive corruptions based on One-More Discrete Logarithm (OMDL) assumption. We adopt their proof technique in this work and show that the
proposed SPTS is existentially unforgeable against chosen indexed-message attacks with
adaptive corruption.

2

Preliminaries and Definitions

Throughout, let p ∈ P denote a prime number with bit length polynomial in the security
parameter of λ ∈ N with unary representation of 1λ . For all positive polynomials f (λ), a
function negl : N → R+ is called negligible if ∃ λ0 ∈ N s.t. ∀ λ > λ0 we have: negl(λ) <
1/f (λ). We assume a field of prime order Z and denote Z≤d
p [X] as a set of univariate
polynomials with degree ≤ d. We use Y ←$ F (X) to denote a probabilistic function F that
on input X samples the output Y . We use x ←$ Zp to denote a uniformly random integer x
is sampled from Zp . We denote the set of integers {1, . . . , n} for an integer n > 1 by [1, n].
The algorithms are randomized unless expressly stated. “PPT” refers to “Probabilistic
~ We denote the output of a security
Polynomial Time”. The vector of A is denoted by A.
game Gζ between a challenger and a PPT adversary A by GA
ζ and it is said A wins the
G (λ) = Pr[GA = 1].
game if GA
=
1
with
an
advantage
of
Adv
ζ
ζ,A
ζ
Remark 2.1. For a given cyclic group G with generator g ∈ G, messages of source group
elements are denoted by M and the discrete logarithm of the message under the basis of the
generator of group are denoted by m, where m := dlogg (M ). To compress group element
representation for b ∈ {1, 2} and k ∈ {n, m} we use gbk ∈ Gn1 × Gm
2 to denote the set of
group elements (g11 , . . . , g1n , g21 , . . . , g2m ).
Definition 2.1 (Bilinear Groups [BF01]). A bilinear group generator BG(1λ ) returns
a tuple (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ), such that G1 , G2 and GT are finite groups of the same
6

prime order p, g1 ∈ G1 and g2 ∈ G2 are the generators and e : G1 × G2 → GT is a
bilinear pairing. We set gT = e(g1 , g2 ) that is the generator of the target group GT . In the
multiplicative notion, the tuple (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ) is called a bilinear group setting if
these conditions hold:
1. e(g1 , g2 ) 6= 1GT (non-degenerate).
2. e is an efficiently computable bilinear map.
3. ∀ a, b ∈ Zp : e(g1a , g2b ) = e(g1 , g2 )ab = e(g1b , g2a ) (bilinearity).
In this paper we rely on bilinear groups with no efficiently computable isomorphism
between G1 and G2 [GPS08], aka Type-III pairings. They are to date the most efficient
choice for relevant security levels [CM11].
Diffie-Hellman Message Space. Over an asymmetric bilinear group, a pair (M1 , M2 ) ∈
G1 × G2 is called a Diffie-Hellman (DH) message [Fuc09,AFG+ 10] if there exists m ∈ Zp
s.t. M1 = g1m and M2 = g2m . One can efficiently verify whether (M1 , M2 ) ∈ MDH by
checking e(M1 , g2 ) = e(g1 , M2 ).
In this paper, we adapt the DH message space to a tuple (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ I × G1 × G2
which uses a random basis h computed using a random oracle instead of g1 , that is:
Definition 2.2 (Indexed Diffie-Hellman Message Space). Let H be a random oracle.
MH
iDH is an indexed DH message space, if the following two properties hold:
m
1. For every (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH there exists m ∈ Zp s.t. for h = H(id), M1 = h ,
M2 = g2m .
0
0
0
0
H
2. For all (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH , (id , M1 , M2 ) ∈ MiDH , id = id ⇒ (M1 , M2 ) =
0
0
(M1 , M2 ) ∈ MiDH . That is, no two messages use the same index.

The first condition is efficiently decidable by checking e(M1 , g2 ) = e(h, M2 ). Note that
in addition one needs to guarantee that no two messages use the same index. This is the
responsibility of the signer. We denote the tuple (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH by M while the pair
(M1 , M2 ) ∈ MiDH without index id is denoted by M̃ .
2.1

Shamir Secret Sharing (SSS)

A (n, t)-Shamir Secret Sharing (SSS) [Sha79] scheme divides a secret s among n shareholders such that each subset of t shareholders can reconstruct s but any smaller subset of
them learn nothing about the secret. For this purpose, the dealer who knows the secret s
forms a polynomial f (x) of degree t with randomly chosen coefficients such that f (0) = s.
Then the dealer securely provides each shareholder with si = f (i), i ∈ {1, . . . . , n}. Each
subset of T ⊂ {1, . . . , n} with size at least t can pool their shares
to reconstruct the secret
P
s using Lagrange polynomial interpolation as, s = f (0) = i∈T si LTi (0), where LTi (x) =
Q
x−j
j∈T ,j6=i i−j .
7

2.2

Algebraic Group Model

Algebraic Group Model (AGM) was introduced by Fuchsbauer, Kiltz and Loss [FKL18]
and it lies between the Generic Group Model (GGM) [Sho97] and Standard Model (SM).
AGM is similar to SM, but differs from GGM in that cyclic groups are actually represented
through an algebraic algorithm AGM, on the other hand, is similar to GGM but differs
from SM as an algebraic algorithm can only produce group elements by employing group
operations on the given group elements. Although an algebraic algorithm does not need
to interact with an oracle to perform a computation, it must output a record of a group
operation, known as a representation.
The AGM definition in [FKL18] only captures regular cyclic groups, whereas Mizuide et
al. [MTT19] extends this definition to include symmetric pairing groups, where G1 = G2 ,
such that the algebraic adversary is also allowed to output the target group elements
and their representations. Recently, Couteau and Hartmann [CH20] defined the Algebraic
Asymmetric Bilinear Group Model which extends the AGM definition for asymmetric pairings by allowing the adversary to output multiple elements from all three groups. We recall
it in the following definition.
Definition 2.3 (Algebraic
Adversaries
in
an
Asymmetric
Bilinear
Group [CH20]). For a given asymmetric bilinear group (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ), an
adversary Aalg who takes the vectors ζ~1 = (g1x1 , . . . , g1xn ) ∈ Gn1 , ζ~2 = (g2y1 , . . . , g2ym ) ∈ Gm
2
and ζ~T = (gTz1 , . . . , gTz` ) ∈ G`T is called algebraic in an asymmetric bilinear group if it
outputs:


2
1
S`T0
Sm
Sn
0
0
S1T
S12
S11
0
0
`0
∈ Gn1 × Gm
(1)
S = g1 , . . . , g1 , g2 , . . . , g2 , gT , . . . , gT
2 × GT ,
along with a representation vector of size n · n0 + m · m0 + `0 (` + n · m), as follows:



0
~=
S
(αij )i∈[1,n0 ] , (βij )i∈[1,m0 ] , (γijk ) i∈[1,`0 ] , (γij )i∈[1,`0 ]  ∈ Zp ,
j∈[1,n]

j∈[1,m]

j∈[1,n]
k∈[1,m]

(2)

j∈[1,`]

Pn
Pm
0
2
0
such that, Si1 =
j=1 αij xj for i ∈ [1, n ], Si =
j=1 βij yj for i ∈ [1, m ] and
P
P
P
n
m
`
0 z for i ∈ [1, `0 ]. We denote the outputs and their
SiT = j=1 k=1 γijk xj yk + j=1 γij
i
~
~
~
representations as (S; S) ←$ Aalg (ζ1 , ζ2 , ζ~T ).
regards to the representations that the algebraic adversary Aalg can output,
to provide some additional notations borrowing from Kim et al. [KSAP21].
take the vectors of group elements ζ~1 = (g11 , . . . , g1n ) = (g1x1 , . . . , g1xn ) ∈
= (g21 , . . . , g2m ) = (g2y1 , . . . , g2ym ) ∈ Gm
and ζ~T = (gT 1 , . . . , gT ` ) =
1
2
z`
z1
`
(gT , . . . , gT ) ∈ GT as inputs. By Def. 2.3, when Aalg outputs the group elements S =
With
we need
Let Aalg
Gn , ζ~2
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h11 , . . . , h1n0 , h21 , . . . , h2m0 , hT1 , . . . , hT`0 , for each element hbi ∈ Gb , i ∈ [1, v 0 ], Aalg must also
Q
hb
(v 0 ·v)
output the corresponding representation h~bi = (hbi1 , . . . , hbiv ) ∈ Zp
, s.t., hbi = vj=1 gbjij ,
where b = {1, 2, T }, v = {n, m, `}, v 0 = {n0 , m0 , `0 }. The element hbij ∈ Zp regarding the
group element gbj ∈ Gb for j ∈ [1, v] can be denoted by [hbi |gbj ]. If each of dloggb (gbj )
is represented by a k-variant polynomial in ring Zp [Xb1 , . . . , Xbk ] for some k ∈ N, then

b |g ] · dlog (g ) ,
~ b ] to denote dlogg (hb ) = Pv
we can define a polynomial Phb [X
[h
bj
bj
g
i
i
j=1
b
b
i
~ b = (Xb1 , . . . , Xbk ). Note that the coefficients of polynomial P b [X
~ b ] are comwhere X
hi

posed of the linear combination of the representation set elements ~hbi . The equality of
dloggb (hbi ) = z, where z ∈ Zp , can be shown with a polynomial evaluation of Phb [~xb ] = z
i
at point ~xb = (xb1 , . . . , xbk ), where xbj ∈ Xbj . The equality of Phb [~xb ] = 0 means that
i
~ b ] is a
~ b ] = 0 means that P b [X
the polynomial evaluates to 0 at point ~xb , while Phb [X
hi
i
zero-polynomial and its all coefficients are zero.
2.3

Assumptions

Definition 2.4 (`-One-More Discrete Logarithm Problem [BNPS03]). Let
(G, p, g) be a cyclic group of prime order p with a generator g. Given a tuple
(g, g r1 , g r2 , . . . , g r` ) ∈ G` , where ri ←$ Zp for i ∈ [1, `], and a discrete logarithm oracle
Dlogg (g x ) → x, for all PPT adversaries A it is computationally hard to return a tuple
(r10 , . . . , r`0 ) ∈ Z`p such that (1) {ri = ri0 }i∈[1,`] and (2) the oracle Dlogg (.) is queried at
most ` − 1 times. We say `-OMDL problem is ε-hard if the success probability of all PPT
adversaries A is bounded by a negligible function ε.
Intuitively, in the `-OMDL assumption the adversary receives ` group elements and is
given access to an oracle that computes the discrete logarithm (DL) of any given element
with respect to a fixed basis. Eventually, the goal of the adversary is to compute the DL
of all ` received challenges while making at most ` − 1 calls to the oracle.
Definition 2.5 (Strong Discrete Logarithm (SDL) Assumption [BCN+ 10]). Let
BG(1λ ) = (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ) is an asymmetric pairing group. Given a pair (Z1 , Z2 ) =
(g1z , g2z ), where z ←$ Z∗p , for all PPT adversaries, A, it is computationally hard to find z.
The PS assumption is an interactive assumption, defined by Pointcheval and
Sanders [PS16] to construct an efficient randomizable signature. The assumption has been
shown to hold in the GGM.
Definition 2.6 (PS Assumption [PS16]). The PS assumption holds if no PPT adversary, A, who takes asymmetric pairing setup, a tuple (g2x , g2y ) ∈ G22 and PS oracle OP S
shown in Fig. 1, can find a tuple (h∗ , s∗ , m∗ ) ∈ G21 × Zp such that (1) h∗ 6= 1G1 , m∗ 6= 0,
∗
(2) s∗ = hx+ym , (3) m∗ 6∈ Q, where Q is the list of queried messages to the OP S oracle.
9

Note that in the PS assumption the validity of tuple (h∗ , s∗ , m∗ ) is decidable by check∗
ing: e(s∗ , g2 ) = e(h∗ , g2x (g2y )m ). Kim et al. [KLAP20] introduced a generalized version of
the PS assumption, GPS in short, that splits the PS oracle into two: the first oracle provides basis h sampled uniformly at random and the second oracle takes the message and
basis h as inputs and generates the PS tuple.
Definition 2.7 (Generalized PS Assumption [KLAP20]). Given a tuple (g2x , g2y ) ∈
G22 and two oracles O0GPS and O1GPS defined in Fig. 1. The GPS assumption holds if no
PPT adversary, A, can find a tuple (h∗ , s∗ , m∗ ) ∈ G21 ×Zp such that, (1) h∗ 6= 1G1 , m∗ 6= 0,
x+ym∗
(2) s∗ = h∗
, (3) m∗ 6∈ Q1 , where Q1 is the list of queried messages to O1GPS oracle by
the adversary.
Recently, Kim et al. [KSAP21] expanded the GPS assumption in the direction that all
exponential values are substituted by group elements, called GPS2 . The security of GPS2
assumption is proven in the AGM and reduced to the SDL problem.
Definition 2.8 (GPS2 Assumption [KSAP21]). Given a tuple (g2x , g2y ) ∈ G22 and two
oracles O0GPS2 and O1GPS2 defined in Fig. 1, the GPS2 assumption holds if no algebraic
adversary, Aalg can find a tuple (M ∗ , h∗ , s∗ , f ∗ ) ∈ G41 such that, (1) h∗ , M ∗ 6= 1G1 , (2)
x
y
s∗ = h∗ M ∗ , (3) dlogg1 (M ∗ ) = dlogh∗ (f ∗ ), (4) (?, M ∗ ) 6∈ Q1 .
Connecting to the fact that the challenge in the GPS2 assumption only contains the
source group elements and the verification uses membership testing and pairing product
equations, it fails to lead us to an SPS construction because of the unilateral impossibility
result shown by [AGHO11]. We take one step ahead and define the GPS3 assumption that
avoids this drawback by relying on indexed Diffie-Hellman message spaces. Additionally,
we modify the oracle O0GPS2 such that O0GPS3 oracle generates a basis h by taking an index
id as input.
Definition 2.9 (GPS3 Assumption). Given a tuple (g2x , g2y ) ∈ G22 and two oracles,
O0GPS3 and O1GPS3 defined in Fig. 1. The GPS3 assumption holds if no algebraic adversary,
Aalg , can find a tuple (h∗ , M1∗ , M2∗ , s∗ ) ∈ G1 × G1 × G2 × G1 such that, (1) h∗ 6= 1G1 and
x
y
M2∗ 6= 1G2 , (2) s∗ = h∗ M1∗ , (3) dlogh∗ (M1∗ ) = dlogg2 (M2∗ ), (4) (?, M2∗ ) 6∈ Q1 . The GPS3
assumption is called ε-hard if the success probability of all PPT adversaries is bounded by
GPS3
a negligible function ε, i.e. AdvA
(λ) ≤ ε.
The GPS3 assumption is decidable by checking the equality of two pairing product
equations: e(h∗ , M2∗ ) = e(M1∗ , g2 ) and e(h∗ , g2x )e(M1∗ , g2y ) = e(s∗ , g2 ).
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GGPS (1λ )

GPS (1λ )
1:

(G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ) ← BG(1λ )

1:

(G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ) ← BG(1λ )

2:

x ←$ Zp

2:

x ←$ Zp

3:

y ←$ Zp

3:

y ←$ Zp

4:

(h∗ , s∗ , m∗ ) ← AO0

4:
5:

∗

∗

∗

(h , s , m ) ← A

O PS

∗

(g2x , g2y )
∗

return (1) h 6= 1G1 ∧ m 6= 0 ∧
(2) s = h

∗x+ym

∧

(3) m 6∈ Q .

7:

x+m∗ y

(2) s∗ = h∗

∧

∗

(3) (?, m ) 6∈ Q1 .

7:

GGPS2 (1λ )

(g2x , g2y )

∗

return (1) h 6= 1G1 ∧ m 6= 0 ∧

6:

∗

GPS
,O1

∗

∗

∗

6:

5:

GPS

GGPS3 (1λ )

1:

(G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ) ← BG(1λ )

1:

(G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ) ← BG(1λ )

2:

x ←$ Zp

2:

x ←$ Zp

3:

y ←$ Zp

3:

y ←$ Zp

4:

(h∗ , M1∗ , M2∗ , s∗ ) ← Aalg0

4:
5:

GPS2
GPS2
O0
,O1

(M ∗ , h∗ , s∗ , f ∗ ) ← Aalg
∗

(g2x , g2y )

∗

return (1) h 6= 1G1 ∧ M 6= 1G1 ∧
∗x

∗

∗y

∧

6:

(2) s = h f

7:

(3) dlogh∗ (f ∗ ) = dlogg1 (M ∗ ) ∧
∗

(4) (?, M ) 6∈ Q1 .

8:

OPS (m)// m ∈ Zp

5:

O

return (1)

M1∗

GPS3

,O1

(g2x , g2y )

∗

6= 1G1 ∧ h 6= 1G1 ∧
x

∗

y

6:

(2) s = h∗ M1∗ ∧

7:

(3) dlogh∗ (M1∗ ) = dlogg2 (M2∗ ) ∧

8:

(4) (?, M2∗ ) 6∈ Q1 .

O0GPS2 (.)

O0GPS (.)

GPS3

O0GPS3 (id)

1:

h ←$ G1

1:

h ←$ G1

1:

r ←$ Zp

1:

2:

Q = Q ∪ {m}

2:

Q0 = Q0 ∪ {h}

2:

Q0 = Q0 ∪ {g1r }

2:

r ←$ Zp

3:

return (h, hx+my )

3:

return h

3:

return g1r

3:

Q0 [id] ← g1r

4:

O1GPS (h, m)// m ∈ Zp
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

if (h 6∈ Q0 ∨
(h, ?) 6∈ Q1 ) :
return ⊥

O1GPS2 (h, M1 , M2 ) //M1 , M2 ∈ G1
1:
2:
3:

s ← hx M1y

4:
Q1 = Q1 ∪ {(h, m)} 5 :

return h

x+my

if (h 6∈ Q0 ∨

if

Q0 [id] =⊥:

return Q0 [id]

O1GPS3 (h, M1 , M2 )//M1 ∈ G1 , M2 ∈ G2
1:

if (h 6∈ Q0 ∨

dlogh (M1 ) 6= dlogg1 (M2 )) : 2 :

dlogh (M1 ) 6= dlogg2 (M2 )) :

return ⊥

3:

return ⊥

if (h, ?) ∈ Q1 :

4:

if (h, ?) ∈ Q1 :

return ⊥

5:

return ⊥

6:

Q1 = Q1 ∪ {(h, M1 )}

6:

Q1 = Q1 ∪ {(h, M2 )}

7:

return hx M1y

7:

return hx M1y

Fig. 1. Security Games and Oracles.
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GPS3 Assumption in the Algebraic Group Model. Similar to [KSAP21], we define
the GPS3 in the AGM in Fig. 2. Compared to GPS3 assumption in Def. 2.9, it has two
main differences: 1 An extractor Ext(.) as a deterministic polynomial algorithm is defined
in the second oracle, O1GPS3 . In the j th -query, this extractor takes three source group
~ j1 , M
~ j2 as inputs.
elements hj , Mj1 , Mj2 ∈ G21 × G2 along with their representations ~hj , M
mj
mj
It then returns a scalar mj s.t. Mj1 = hj , Mj2 = g2 , or it returns ⊥ whenever the
extraction is failed. This extractor succeeds to extract the scalar mj because under some
conditions, shown in Fig. 2, if the extraction fails then the SDL problem is no longer hard
(we will discuss it in App. B). Thus the oracle O1GPS3 in GPS3 in the AGM can successfully
respond to the algebraic adversary Aalg queries. 2 Additionally, the third condition in
GPS3 assumption of Def. 2.9, can be written as dlogg2 (M2∗ ) = dlogh∗ (M1∗ ) =
these conditions can be checked by evaluating the polynomials
dlogg1 (M1∗ )
dlogg1 (h∗ )

∗ (~
PM
x1 )
1
Ph∗ (~
x1 ) ,

∗ (~
PM
x2 )
2

=

dlogg1 (M1∗ )
dlogg1 (h∗ )

and

dlogg2 (M2∗ )

=

=
where ~x1 and ~x2 are the vectors of the all points selected by the
challenger to Aalg relative to all inputs Aalg received up to that point.
Theorem 2.1. The GPS3 assumption in the AGM, stated in Fig. 2, holds in the asymmetric algebraic bilinear group model, stated in Def. 2.3, under the hardness of the SDL
assumption, stated in Def. 2.5.
Proof (High-level). To prove this theorem we borrow the Kim et al. proof technique [KSAP21, Theorem 3.6] and define a challenger Balg who can simulate the defined
oracles in the GPS3 assumption in the AGM. The defined extractor can successfully extract the scalar message mj on the j th query to O1GPS3 oracle by having access to the
representations of inputs to the oracle. As a contradiction, if the extractor fails then we
can build an algebraic algorithm to solve the SDL problem and we conclude that Balg
can successfully simulate the security game. Then we demonstrate that no PPT algebraic
adversary Aalg can output a valid challenge that satisfies all the conditions in the security
λ
3
game GGPS
Aalg (1 ) in Fig. 2. Note that GPS3 assumption is stronger than GPS2 assumption
since the adversary should represent the message in both source groups. A formal proof of
this theorem can be found in App. B.1.
t
u
2.4

Distributed Key Generation

Distributed Key Generation (DKG) protocols [Ped92] enables to securely generate keypairs among parties without the need of a trusted dealer. To perform a secret key related
operation, a cooperation of sufficiently large number of parties is required while any smaller
subset is unable to learn any information about the secret key. The generated keys can be
used for any threshold cryptosystem e.g. threshold signatures or threshold encryption. We
formally define the DKG construction and list security requirements.
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~ j1 ), (Mj2 ; M
~ j2 )
Ext (Mj1 ; M

λ
3
GGPS
Aalg (1 )

1:

Run (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ) ← BG(1λ )

2:
3:

x ←$ Zp := X, y ←$ Zp := Y
~ 2 = (X, Y)
//X


∗ ~∗
∗ ~∗
∗ ~∗
∗ ~∗
O0 ,O1
x
y
~ 1 ] − Rj PM [X
~ 2 ]) 6= 0 :
(h ; h ), (M1 ; M1 ), (M2 ; M2 ), (s ; s ) ← Aalg (g2 , g2 ) If (PMj1 [X
j2

4:

If

(1) M1∗ , h∗ 6= 1G1 ∧ M2∗ 6= 1G2 ∧

5:

(2)

6:

(3)

return ⊥

y
s = h M1∗ ∧
dlogh∗ (M1∗ ) = dlogg2 (M2∗ )

∗

∗x

Else :
return [Mj2 |g2 ]

∗
∗
↔ PM
(~
x2 )Ph∗ (~
x 1 ) − PM
(~
x1 ) = 0
2
1

7:

(4) ∧ (?, M2∗ ) 6∈ Q1 :

8:
9:
10 :

~ 1 = (X, Y, R1 , . . . , R|Q | )
//X
0

return 1
Else :

return 0


~ j1 ), (Mj2 ; M
~ j2 ) //j-th query
O1GPS3 (hj ; ~hj ), (Mj1 ; M

O0GPS3 (idmj ) //j-th query
Q0 [idmj ] =⊥:

1:

2:

rj ←$ Zp := Rj

2:

3:

r
g1j

1:

4:

If

Q0 [idmj ] ←
return Q0 [idmj ]

:= hj

3:

If

hj 6∈ Q0 ∨ (hj , ?) ∈ Q1 :
return ⊥

For

rj = dlogg1 (hj :
r

e(Mj1 , g2 ) 6= e(g1j , Mj2 ) :

4:

If

5:

return ⊥

6:



~ j1 ), (Mj2 ; M
~ j2 )
Else : mj ← Ext (Mj1 ; M
x+mj y

7:

y
sj = hxj Mj1
= hj

8:

Q1 = Q1 ∪ {(hj , Mj2 )}

9:

return sj

Fig. 2. GPS3 Assumption in the AGM.

Definition 2.10 (Distributed Key Generation (DKG) [Ped92]). A (n, t)-DKG is
an interactive protocol among a set of parties (P1 , . . . , Pn ) to generate a tuple of public
keys (pk, pk1 , . . . , pkn ) along with a tuple of secret key shares (sk1 , . . . , skn ) s.t. only party
Pi knows share ski . A DKG is called (t − 1)-Consistent if at the end of the protocol honest
parties agree on a consistent public key pk and the vector of public keys (pk1 , . . . , pkn ) even
if at most t − 1 of the parties are corrupted. Moreover as long as the number of corrupted
parties is less than t, there exists a polynomial of f (x) ∈ Z≤t
p [X] with degree d ≤ t such that
we have: ∀i ∈ [1, n] : ski = f (i) and the global public key can be computed as pk = g f (0) ,
where g is the generator of a cyclic group G.
Next we recall the definition of oracle-aided algebraic simulatability from [BL22]. Informally, a DKG is called oracle-aided algebraic simulatable if there exists an efficient
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simulator Sim given some number of queries to a discrete logarithm oracle can simulate an
execution of the DKG protocol with adaptive corruption. (the adversary can corrupt up to
t − 1 parties at any point of the experiment.)
Definition 2.11 ((t−1, k)-Oracle-Aided Algebraic Simulatability [BL22]). A (n, t)DKG protocol is called (t − 1, k)-Oracle-Aided Algebraic Simulatability (OAAS) secure, if
for all algebraic adversaries, Aalg , that can corrupt at most t − 1 parties, there exists an
algebraic PPT simulator Sim that can make less than k − 1 queries to a discrete logarithm
oracle Dlogg (.) and satisfy the following properties:
– In an adaptive corruption notion, for a given k-OMDL instance ζ = (ζ1 , . . . , ζk ) =
(g r1 , . . . , g rk ), the algebraic simulator Sim can play the role of honest parties and it can
successfully generates the globalQpublic key g x with an algebraic representation g~x =
a
(ã0 , a0,1 , . . . , a0,k ), i.e. g x = g ã0 kj=1 ζj 0,j .
– For a given k-OMDL instance ζ = (ζ1 , . . . , ζk ) = (g r1 , . . . , g rk ), let for i ∈ [1, k −
1], gi ∈ G denotes the ith query to the discrete logarithm oracle Dlogg (.) and
g~i = (ãi , ai,1 , . . . , ai,k ) is the corresponding algebraic representation of gi , i.e. gi =
Q
a
g ãi kj=1 ζj i,j . If Sim completes the simulation of an execution of the DKG, then the
following Simulatability matrix is invertible over Zp .


a0,1 a0,2 · · · a0,k
 a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,k 


k×k
L :=  .
(3)
.. . .
..  ∈ Zp
 ..

. .
.
ak−1,1 ak−1,2 · · · ak−1,k
– For all global public parameter g x ∈ G, the view of adversary Aalg when interacting
with the algebraic simulator Sim on input ζ and the case that it is interacting with all
honest parties are identically distributed.
The minimum k ∈ N s.t. a (n, t)-DKG is (t − 1, k)-OAAS secure is called the DKG’s
simulatability factor.

3

Message-Indexed Structure-Preserving Signatures

We give a high-level overview of our threshold-friendly SPS taking Ghadafi’s construction
(see App. A) as a starting point and show how it fails for building a non-interactive SPTS.
Assume that the distributed key generation phase for secret keys x and y has already been
completed: each signer i ∈ [1, n] has access to a shared secret signing key ski = (ski1 , ski2 ),
and the cooperation of at least t signers is required to obtain a valid aggregated signature. In
a threshold variant of Ghadafi’s SPS, in order to sign a Diffie-Hellman message (M1 , M2 ) ∈
MDH , each signer generates the partial signature σi , which consists of three elements
sk
sk
(Ri := g1ri , Si := M1ri , Ti := Ri i1 Si i2 ) with fresh randomness ri ←$ Zp . To reconstruct the
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set of partial signatures from a list of signers T , one can compute the Lagrange coefficient
LTi (0) and obtain the first and second elements of the aggregated signature by computing
Q
Q
LT (0)
LT (0)
the P
products, R = i∈T Ri i
= g1r and S = i∈T Si i
= M1r , where we denote
T
x
y
r = i∈T ri Li (0). One would expect to have T = R S . However, T cannot be computed
Q
LT (0)
as i∈T Ti i
and there is no efficient linear computation to reconstruct the secrets x
and y given that the shares are multiplied by a distinct random integer. Therefore to
overcome this challenge we follow the message indexing technique introduced by Sonnino
et al. [SAB+ 19] and Camenisch et al. [CDL+ 20].
Indexing can be understood as requiring the existence of an injective function F that
maps each message to an index. Then the partial signers of the message evaluate a hashto-curve function H on the index to agree on a single basis R = H(id).
In our construction we will rename R to h to make explicit that it is a random basis of
G1 . That is, its discrete logarithm dlogg1 (h) is unknown due to modeling H as a random
oracle. As a consequence, we can no longer compute M1r without knowledge of the discrete
logarithm dlogh (M1 ).
We overcome this problem by switching from a DH message space to an indexed DH
message space MH
iDH , as defined in Def. 2.2.
This results in an apparent circularity with respect to the indexing technique. On the
one hand, we require existence of an injective function F that maps (M1 , M2 ) to id, on
the other hand M1 is computed as M1 = H(id)logg2 (M2 ) . This circularity is avoided by
computing id from a partial message, or it’s discrete logarithm.

Indexed DH message space in ROM

z
f

iDHH (m,id)

}|

m ∈ Zp −
→ id −−−−−−−→ (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈
|
{z
}

{
MH
iDH

Message Indexing

Fig. 3. Towards a Message-Indexed SPS.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, to satisfy all conditions of the indexed DH message space we
start from a scalar message and use an indexing function f to assign an index to each
scalar message m ∈ Zp . In the next step, we use a hash-to-curve function H : {0, 1}∗ → G1
(modeled as a random oracle) to generate a unique basis h. Then the source group messages
can be obtained using h. In an indexed-message SPS, the signing algorithm takes the source
group messages of this form along with an index as inputs and then generates the underlying
signature with access to hash-to-curve function H(.). Note that the index does not destroy
the structure since the verifier does not need to know the index to verify a signature σ on
message M̃ := (M1 , M2 ).
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iDHH (id, m)

H(id)

1:

h ← H(id)

1:

2:

M 1 = hm

2:

r ←$ Zp

3:

M2 =

g2m

3:

QH [id] ← g1r := h

4:

return (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH

4:

If

QH [id] =⊥:

return QH [id]

Fig. 4. Indexed Diffie-Hellman Message Space in the Random Oracle Model.

We adapt the notion of EUF-CMA security (See App. A) to existential unforgeability
against chosen indexed-message attacks, denoted by EUF-CiMA. In this security notion,
the adversary can make queries to the signing oracle by providing index/message pairs.
Definition 3.1 (Existential Unforgeability under Chosen indexed Message Attack (EUF-CiMA)). For a given asymmetric bilinear group (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ) a digital signature over the indexed Diffie-Hellman message space, MH
iDH , is EUF-CiMA-secure,
if for all PPT adversaries A the advantage on wining the defined security game defined in
Fig. 5 is negligible, i.e.,


EUF-CiMA
AdvDS,A
(λ) := Pr GEUF−CiMA
(1λ ) = 1 ≤ negl(λ) .
A

(1λ )
GEUF-CiMA
A

OSign (id, M1 , M2 )
λ

1:

pp ← Setup(1 )

1:

if (id, ?) ∈ Q :

2:

(sk, vk) ← KGen(pp)

2:

return ⊥

3:

(M1∗ , M2∗ , σ ∗ ) ←$ AH,OSign (pp, vk)
return (?, M2∗ ) 6∈ Q ∧
Verify(pp, vk, M1∗ , M2∗ , σ ∗ ) =

3:

4:
5:

1

Else :

σ ← SignH (pp, sk, id, M1 , M2 )

4:

Q ← Q ∪ {(id, M2 )}

5:

return σ

Fig. 5. Game GEUF-CiMA
(1λ ).
A

A message-indexed SPS construction. In Fig. 6, we present our message-indexed SPS
construction over the indexed Diffie-Hellman message space MH
iDH . We then show that this
construction is EUF-CiMA-secure under the hardness of the GPS3 assumption, stated in
Def. 2.9. Note that the signer has access to the indexed Diffie-Hellman message space in
the ROM, described in Fig. 4.
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(pp) ← Setup(1λ )
1:

(sk, vk) ← KGen(pp)

Parse (1λ )

1:

Parse (pp)

2:

(G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ) ← BG(1 )

2:

x, y ←$ Z∗p

3:

pp := (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 )

3:

sk := (sk1 , sk2 ) := (x, y)

4:

return (pp)

4:

vk := (vk1 , vk2 ) := (g2x , g2y )

5:

return (sk, vk)

λ

(σ, ⊥) ← SignH (pp, sk, id, M1 , M2 )

(0, 1) ← Verify(pp, vk, M1 , M2 , σ)

1:

Parse (pp, sk)

1:

Parse (pp, vk, σ)

2:

h ←$ H(id)

2:

return

3:

if

e(h, M2 ) = e(M1 , g2 ) :

3:

e(h, M2 ) = e(M1 , g2 ) ∧

return σ := (h, s) = (h, hx M1y )

4:

e(h, vk1 )e(M1 , vk2 ) = e(s, g2 )

4:
5:

Else :

h 6= 1G1 ∧ M1 6= 1G1 ∧


return ⊥

Fig. 6. A Message-Indexed SPS Construction.

Theorem 3.1. The message-indexed structure-preserving signature in Fig. 6 is correct and
EUF-CiMA-secure, stated in Def. 3.1, under the hardness of GPS3 assumption, stated in
Def. 2.9.
Proof (High-level). To informally demonstrate the proof of this theorem we have:
Correctness. If e(h, M2 ) = e(M1 , g2 ) = e(g1r , g2m ) = e(g1rm , g2 ) = e(M1 , g2 ), then the
signature can be written as, σ := (h, s) = (h, hx+my ) and we have, e(h, vk1 )e(M1 , vk2 ) =
e(h, g2x )e(hm , g2y ) = e(h, g2 )x+my = e(hx+my , g2 ) = e(hx M1y , g2 ) = e(s, g2 ).
EUF-CiMA Security. Over an indexed Diffie-Hellman message space, the random oracle,
H(.), and the signing oracles in the EUF-CiMA security definition are exactly the same
as the O0GPS3 and O1GPS3 oracles in the GPS3 assumption, respectively, except the fact
that the signing oracle takes the index id instead of the basis h as input. The challenger
given the index id, queries O0GPS3 oracle to obtain the corresponding basis h and then
runs the oracle O1GPS3 under the received queries. Thus we can conclude the security of
the proposed MI-SPS construction is equivalent to the GPS3 assumption. More precisely,
under the existence of a PPT adversary, A, against the EUF-CiMA security of the proposed
MI-SPS, we can build a PPT algorithm B that can use A as a subroutine to break the
hardness of GPS3 problem. Thus as a contradiction, we conclude the proposed MI-SPS
scheme is EUF-CiMA-secure. Note that the public parameters and oracles are identical and
it is easy to show that the success probability of A and B is the same.
t
u

Indexing function instantiations. In the indexed Diffie-Hellman message space, the
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indexing function can be instantiated depending on the requirements of applications: 1
message and the signature are public, 2 message and signature are hidden as for instance
in anonymous credential systems. In the first case, the indexing function can be simply
instantiated by defining the scalar message as the index, i.e. for each scalar message m ∈ Zp ,
we have id := m ← f (m). Although it does not meet the SPS conditions of signing
algorithm taking scalar message as input, it does not break the main requirements as we
are not signing the scalar messages and verification does not need the index.
In the second use-cases, Sonnino et al. in Coconut [SAB+ 19] took a different approach
and commits to the scalar message along with a proof of well-formedness of the commitment. Meanwhile Coconut’s authors do not provide a security model to analyze the
security of their construction. Recently, Rial and Piotrowska [RP22] did a security analysis
on Coconut and have shown that this scheme with some modification, called Coconut++
in [BSKD22], which they call PS signature in the ROM, can be provably secure. Camenisch
et al. [CDL+ 20] took a different observation for indexing the messages and instead of generating the basis by a function, they assume the existence of a pre-defined and publicly
available indexing function. More precisely, there is a unique index value for each message
that are known to each signer. The corresponding basis can be obtained by evaluating the
hash-to-curve function at the given index. The authors note that if the size of the message space is in polynomial and known in advance, then this approach is secure since this
is equivalent to including this unique basis in the public parameters. However, for most
message spaces encountered in practice this is impractical.

4

Structure-Preserving Threshold Signature

In this section, we define the syntax and security notions of non-interactive (n, t)-SPTS
schemes and then propose an efficient instantiation. Generally, in a (n, t)-SPTS, the signing key is distributed among n parties and the generation of any signature requires the
cooperation of a subset of players of size at least t. Moreover, any adversary who learns
t − 1 or fewer partial signatures cannot forge signatures.
4.1

Definition and Security Requirements

Definition 4.1 (Structure-Preserving Threshold Signature). For a given security
parameter λ and asymmetric bilinear group BG(1λ ), a (n, t)-SPTS over message space
M consists of a tuple of (Setup, KGen, Par-Sign, Par-Verify, Reconst, Verify) PPT algorithms
defined as follows:
– (pp) ← Setup(1λ ): The setup algorithm takes the security parameter 1λ as input and
returns the public parameters pp as output.
~ vk,
~ vk) ← KGen(pp, n, t): The key generation as a probabilistic algorithm takes the
– (sk,
public parameters pp and two integers t, n ∈ poly(1λ ) such that 1 ≤ t ≤ n as inputs.
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–

–

–

–

~ = (sk1 , . . . , skn ) and
It returns two vectors of size n of signing/verification keys sk
~ = (vk1 , . . . , vkn ) such that each party Pi for i ∈ [n] receives a pair of (ski , vki ) along
vk
with a global verification key vk while the master secret key, sk, keeps hidden.
(σi ) ← Par-Sign(pp, ski , M ): The partial signing algorithm takes the public parameters
pp, the ith secret signing key ski and a message M ∈ M as inputs and returns the
partial signature σi as output.
(0, 1) ← Par-Verify(pp, vki , M, σi ): The partial verification algorithm is a deterministic
algorithm that takes the ith verification key vki , message M ∈ M and partial signature
σi as inputs. If σi is a valid partial signature, it returns 1, otherwise it responds by 0.
We refer to well-formed partial signatures as those that pass this verification.
(σ, ⊥) ← Reconst(pp, {i, σi }i∈T ): The reconstruction algorithm takes public parameters
and a set of well-formed partial signatures {i, σi } over subset T ⊆ {1, . . . , n} as inputs.
It outputs an aggregated signature σ if |T | ≥ t, else it returns ⊥.
(0, 1) ← Verify(pp, vk, M, σ): This deterministic algorithm takes the verification key vk,
message M ∈ M and an aggregated signature σ as inputs. It outputs either 1 (accept)
or 0 (reject).

Two main security properties for a SPTS are: Correctness and threshold existentially
unforgeable against chosen indexed message attack (Threshold EUF-CiMA) defined as follows.
Definition 4.2 (Correctness). A (n, t)-SPTS scheme, ΨSPTS , is called correct, if we
have:
"
#
~ vk,
~ vk) ← KGen(pp, n, t), M ∈ M, |T | ≥ t :
∀ pp ← Setup(1λ ), (sk,
Pr
≥ 1 − negl(λ) .

Verify pp, vk, M, Reconst pp, {Par-Sign(pp, ski , M )}i∈T = 1
We define the threshold unforgeability of non-interactive SPTS constructions over the
indexed Diffie-Hellman message spaces in the adaptive corruption setting in the following
definition. Throughput, for a given set of players with indices P = {1, . . . , n}, the evolving
sets of corrupted and honest parties are denoted by C ⊂ P and H = P \ C, respectively,
such that C is initialized with an empty list. We assume there exists a challenger B that
plays the role of honest parties.
Definition 4.3 ((ε, qh , qs )-Threshold EUF-CiMA). For a given bilinear group
(G1 , G2 , GT , p, e), a non-interactive (n, t)-SPTS scheme, ΨSPTS , over the indexed DiffieHellman message space MH
iDH , is called (ε, qh , qs )-Threshold EUF-CiMA-secure, if for all
adaptive PPT adversaries A we have a negligible advantage in the following security game.
1. Initialization: The game starts with the key generation phase and at the end of this
phase, A has access to the set of public parameters including the verification keys of
~ = {vk , . . . , vk }, and the global verification key
whole players Pi for i ∈ [1, n], i.e. vk
1
n
vk. Additionally, it initializes an empty sets of QH = ∅, QS = ∅ and S(id,M2 ) = ∅ for all
messages (M1 , M2 ) ∈ MiDH .
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2. Query: On polynomially bounded number of queries, the adversary A has access to the
random oracle, corruption and the partial signing oracles as follows:
– Random oracle, H(id): It takes the index id as input and if QH [id] =⊥, it samples
r ←$ Z∗p and sets QH [id] ← g1r . It returns QH [id] as output.
– Corruption oracle, OC (j): As an adaptive notion of security, A at any point of
experiment can corrupt up to t−1 parties. By querying to this oracle and submitting
a party identifier j ∈ P, A receives the internal state of Pj . It updates C = C ∪ {j}
and H = H \ {j} s.t. |C| < t.
– Partial Signing oracle, OPSign (k, M ): A queries M := (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH along
with an honest party identifier k ∈ H to this oracle. If (id, ?) ∈ QS it returns ⊥, else
it executes (σk ) ← Par-Sign(pp, skk , M ) and returns σk back to A. It also updates
S(id,M2 ) = S(id,M2 ) ∪ {k} and QS = QS ∪ {(id, M2 )}.
3. Forgery: In this phase, the adversary A returns a forged signature σ ∗ on challenge
message M̃ ∗ := (M1∗ , M2∗ ) to the challenger.
4. Probability: The adversary has the following advantage to win this security game:

~ vk,
~ vk) ← KGen(pp, n, t), 
(pp) ← Setup(1λ ), (sk,


TSPS
~ vk) :
AdvA
(λ) = Pr (M1∗ , M2∗ , σ ∗ ) ← AH,OC ,OPSign (pp, vk,
 .
Verify(pp, vk, M1∗ , M2∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1 ∧ |S(?,M2∗ ) ∪ C| < t

We say a (n, t)-SPTS scheme is (ε, qH , qS )-threshold EUF-CiMA-secure if for all PPT adversaries A, querying at most qH and qS numbers of queries to the random oracle and
TSPS (λ) ≤ ε.
partial signing oracle, respectively, we have AdvA
Intuitively, this security notion guarantees no adaptive PPT adversary, A, that has corrupted at most t − 1 signers and has access to a partial signing oracle to ask a polynomially
bounded number of queries to the partial signature from at least n − t + 1 honest signers
on messages and indices of its choice cannot produce signature on a fresh message that
is not queried to the partial signing oracle before. There is a weaker notion, called static
corruption, which implies that the adversary should provide the list of corrupted parties,
C, at the initialization phase and cannot alter it later.
4.2

The Proposed Message-Indexed SPTS Construction

For a given security parameter λ, the proposed (n, t)-SPTS construction over indexed DiffieHellman message space, MH
iDH , defined in Def. 2.2, includes the following PPT algorithms:
– (pp) ← Setup(1λ ): It takes the security parameter 1λ as input and runs the asymmetric
bilinear group generator BG(1λ ) = (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ), where g1 ∈ G1 and g2 ∈ G2
are the generators. It returns the public parameters pp = (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ) as
output.
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~ sk,
~ vk) ← KGen(pp, n, t): It takes pp and integers t, n ∈ poly(λ) such that 1 ≤ t ≤ n
– (vk,
as inputs. It runs the Pedersen’s DKG protocol [GJKR99,GJKR03] and acts as follows:
1. Each player Pi for i ∈ [1, n], samples two initial random integers xi0 , yi0 ←$ Z∗p and
does the following steps:
a) It samples 2t random integers {xij , yij }tj=1 and forms the polynomials Fi [X] =
xi0 + xi1 X + . . . + xit X t ∈ Ztp [X] and Gi [X] = yi0 + yi1 X + . . . + yit X t ∈ Ztp [X]
x
with degree t and commits the coefficients by publishing, Vxij = g2 ij , Vyij =
yij
g2 ∀j ∈ [0, t].
b) It sends Fi (`) and Gi (`) to `th player, P` , s.t. ` ∈ [1, n] \ {i} and keeps Fi (i) and
Gi (i) by own.
2. Player Pi checks the consistency of the received shares, F` (i), G` (i), from player
Q
Qt
F (i)
ij and g G` (i) =
ij
P` by computing the equations g2 ` = tj=0 Vx`j
2
j=0 Vy`j . If these
equations hold, player Pi accepts the shares, otherwise it rejects and then complaints
against the faulty player P` .
3. Any faulty party that received at least t complaints is called disqualified while at the
end of this phase at least t parties from the set of qualified players, Q ⊂ {1, . . . , n}
do the next steps.
:=
4. The global verification keyP is determined
as vk
:=
(vk1 , vk2 )
P
Q
Q
y
i∈Q yi0
i∈Q xi0
x
we
) = (g2 , g2 ). Additionally,
, g2
( i∈Q Vxi0 , i∈Q Vyi0 ) = (g2
P
denote
the corresponding secret key by sk := (sk1 , sk2 ) := (x, y) := ( i∈Q xi0 ,
P
y
i∈Q i0 ).
5. Each
P player Pi defines its private key share ski := (ski1 , ski2 ) :=
P qualified
( `∈Q F` (i), `∈Q G` (i)).
6. The corresponding verification key vki is obtained by computing, vki :=
Q
Q
Q
j Q
j
F (i) G(i)
(vki1 , vki2
) := ( `∈Q tj=0 (Vx`jP
)i , `∈Q tj=0 (Vy`j )i ) := (g2 , g2 ), where
P
F [X] = `∈Q F` [X] and G[X] = `∈Q G` [X].
7. For any disqualified parties Pj s.t. j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ Q we define skj = (0, 0) and
corresponding verification key vkj = (1G2 , 1G2 ).
The key generation phase completes by returning two vectors of size n of signing keys
~ = (sk1 , . . . , skn ) and verification keys vk
~ = (vk1 , . . . , vkn ) along with a global verifisk
cation key vk.
– (σi , ⊥) ← Par-Sign(pp, ski , M ): The partial signature algorithm is run by a qualified
party Pi ∈ Q and takes pp, ski and message M := (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH as inputs. It
executes h ← H(id) and if e(h, M2 ) = e(M1 , g2 ), then generates the partial signature
sk
as σi = (h, si ) = (h, hski1 M1 i2 ) and returns σi as output, otherwise it responds by ⊥.
- (0, 1) ← Par-Verify(pp, vki , M̃ , σi ): Given message pair M̃ = (M1 , M2 ) ∈ MiDH , a partial signature σi and partial verification key vki as inputs, it checks the membership of
M1 , si ∈ G1 , h 6= 1G1 and M2 6= 1G2 . Then it computes and checks the pairing product
equations, e(h, M2 ) = e(M1 , g2 ) and e(h, vki1 )e(M1 , vki2 ) = e(si , g2 ). If all these conditions hold, then the partial verification algorithm outputs 1 (accept), else it returns 0
(reject).
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– (σ, ⊥) ← Reconst(pp, {i, σi }i∈T ): To obtain an aggregated signature, this algorithm
takes a set of partial signatures
 Q {σiT}i∈T and if |T | < t, it returns ⊥. Otherwise, it
L (0)
computes σ := (h, s) := h, i∈T si i
, where LTi (0) is the Lagrange coefficient for
the ith index corresponding to set T and returns σ as output.
– (0, 1) ← Verify(pp, vk, M̃ , σ): The verification algorithm takes a message pair M̃ :=
(M1 , M2 ) ∈ MiDH , an aggregated signature σ and global verification key vk as inputs,
it checks the membership of h, M1 , s ∈ G1 , h 6= 1G1 and M2 6= 1G2 , and then checks
the pairing product equations, e(h, M2 ) = e(M1 , g2 ) and e(h, vk1 )e(M1 , vk2 ) = e(s, g2 ).
If all these conditions hold, then the verification algorithm outputs 1 (accept), else it
returns 0 (reject).
Correctness: First we show that the reconstruction algorithm for a set of valid partial
signatures {i, σi }i∈T , s.t. |T | ≥ t on message M := (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH results a valid
aggregated signature σ = (h, s).
s=

Y
i∈T

LT (0)

si i

=

Y

 T
ski2 Li (0)

hski1 M1

P

=h

i∈T

ski1 LT
i (0)

P

M1

i∈T

ski2 LT
i (0)

sk2

= hsk1 M1

.

i∈T

Next, we show that the verification phase for the above aggregated signature σ on message
M̃ = (M1 , M2 ) ∈ MiDH succeeds.
e(h, M2 ) = e(h, g2m ) = e(hm , g2 ) = e(M1 , g2 ) ,
e(h, vk1 )e(M1 , vk2 ) = e(h, g2x )e(M1 , g2y ) = e(hx M1y , g2 ) = e(s, g2 ) .
Theorem 4.1. The Pedersen DKG, used in the proposed message-indexed SPTS construction is (t − 1, k)-Oracle-aided Algebraic secure, stated in Def. 2.10, with k ≤ nt.
Proof. The proof can be found in [BL22, Theorem 4.5].

t
u

Theorem 4.2. The proposed Non-Interactive (n, t)-SPTS construction over the index
Diffie-Hellman message space is (ε, qh , qs )-Threshold EUF-CiMA secure, stated in Def. 4.3,
in the algebraic group model and random oracle model under the (ε1 )-hardness of t-OMDL
assumption, i.e. (t − 1, t)-Oracle-aided algebraic security of the DKG, and the ε2 -hardness
of GPS3 assumption, stated in Def. 2.9, such that,



(t − 1)! (n − t + 1)!
ε ≤ ε2 + 4 1 −
ε1 − qh2 /p .
n!
Proof (High-level). We provide a detailed proof in App. B.2, but give a high-level overview
of it here. We prove this theorem by defining a sequence of indistinguishable security games
and assume the existence of an algebraic adversary Aalg who can break the threshold EUFCiMA security of the proposed SPTS construction and then we build an algorithm Balg that
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plays the role of an attacker against the t-OMDL problem and GPS3 problem. We start
with the actual security definition and then slightly modify it to multiple games s.t. in the
last game the challenger can simulate the parameters and the oracles with the adaptivecorruption setting. Thus once Aalg returns a valid forgery σ ∗ associated to the random
oracle query H(.) along with their algebraic representations, then the algorithm Balg can
use Aalg as a subroutine to break the hardness of the underlying problems. We summarize
the defined security games and their main security justifications in Table. 2.
Table 2. The overview of the games to prove the threshold EUF-CiMA security of the proposed SPTS
construction.

Games
G0
G1
G2

Public
Parameters

Random Corruption

Signing

Justification

Oracle

Oracle

Oracle

KGen(pp, n, t)

H(.)

Static

Par-Sign(pp, ski , M, id)

-

GPS3 instance

O0GPS3 (.)

Static

Hardness of GPS3 problem

GPS3 instance

O0GPS3 (.)

Adaptive

O1GPS3 (.)
O1GPS3 (.)

Dlog(.)

Dlog(.)

Hardness of OMDL problem

OMDL instance

Hardness of GPS3 problem

We follow a strong notion of unforgeability known as adaptive-corruption that the
adversary Aalg can corrupt up to t − 1 parties at any point of the experiment. As it is
shown in [BL22], the Pedersen DKG is (t − 1, t)-OAAS secure and in the last game to
simulate the corruption oracle, the simulator Sim can query the discrete logarithm oracle
provided by t-OMDL assumption. We simplify the existing proof techniques of Rial et
al. [RP22] and define the global verification key of the threshold signature the same as the
actual non-threshold signature construction meanwhile we improve their security notion
to the adaptive-corruption setting. To generate the verification key of the honest parties
without the knowledge of their secret keys, we utilize the Lagrange polynomial basis to
obtain the honest parties share in the exponent. To simulate the partial signing oracle we
can use the same technique to compute a partial signature of an honest party by querying
to O1GPS3 oracle. Moreover, we define an additional security game G3 that is identical to
G2 while the adversary loses the games if it queries a randomly pre-selected identifier to
the corruption oracle. Additionally, game G4 which is the same as previous game, except
we consider the case that the adversary loses the game if there is a collision in the random
oracle.
t
u

5

Applications

As already mentioned in Sect. 1, the compatibility of SPS with Groth-Sahai (GS) NIZK
proofs [GS08] makes them an attractive building block for more complex cryptographic protocols. Since GS proofs are straight-line extractable, they are particularly interesting for
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constructions targeting security in composable security frameworks such as the universal
composability (UC) framework. Moreover, the combination with efficient NIZK makes SPS
attractive for privacy-preserving applications such as group signatures [AFG+ 10,LPY15],
traceable signatures [ACHO11], blind signatures [AFG+ 10,FHS15] or anonymous credentials [Fuc11,CDHK15].
In all the aforementioned applications, users basically obtain signatures from some
entity. These entities are prone to compromise of the signing key representing a single
point of attack and failure. Replacing the use of SPS with SPTS in all these application
scenarios helps to reduce on the one hand the trust in a single authority and and increases
the availability of the respective signing service. Consequently, SPTS can be considered a
general replacement for the SPS used in all of the aforementioned applications.
We will now discuss two specific instantiations of such primitives and how our concrete
SPTS can be valuable.
Threshold Issuance Anonymous Credentials. Anonymous credentials (ACs) are an
important privacy-preserving authentication technique which allows users to prove the
possession of attributes while preserving their anonymity from verifiers. Sonnino et al. proposed Coconut [SAB+ 19], a so-called Threshold Issuance AC (TIAC) system, that enables
a subset of credential issuers to jointly issue credentials. They rely on a threshold variant
of PS signatures [PS16]. While Coconut is practical from a performance point of view and
already found practical applications [BSKD22], it unfortunately lacks a rigorous security
analysis. Recently, Rial and Piotrowska [RP22] conducted a security analysis of Coconut
modeled via an attribute-based access control with threshold issuance functionality in the
UC model, which requires some changes to the original scheme. However, they rely the
assumption that a variant of the PS signatures remains secure in the ROM, which is not
formally substantiated. Moreover, they only consider security in a static corruption model,
i.e., the adversary needs to specify in the beginning which of the n signing entities it wants
to corrupt. Our SPTS can firstly be chosen as a provably secure drop in replacement for the
scheme used in [BSKD22] and secondly allows to lift this construction to stronger security
guarantees by allowing adaptive corruptions.
Threshold Dynamic Group Signatures. Group signatures allow users to anonymously
sign messages on behalf of a managed group without revealing their identity. But there
is a dedicated entity (called the opener) who is able to reveal the identity of the exact
signer when given a group signature. Camensich et al. [CDL+ 20] have recently introduced
threshold dynamic group signatures where issuing and opening is distributed among several entities. As already mentioned earlier, their construction also relies on a variant of
PS signatures. Like in the TIAC systems discussed above, their security model only considers static corruptions. Consequently, we can use our TSPS as a drop in replacement
which allows to lift the construction to stronger security guarantees by allowing adaptive
corruptions.
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6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we introduced a notion of a structure-preserving threshold signature (SPTS)
and present an efficient SPTS construction. We formally proved that the proposed SPTS
is secure under adaptive corruptions based on a new variant of generalized PS assumption
in the algebraic group and random oracle model. We believe this work can open a new line
of research for structure-preserving multi-party protocols like structure-preserving threshold encryption. Despite the fact that the indexing method makes the underlying scheme
threshold-friendly, a SPTS without using this method is an interesting open question. The
security of the proposed construction is based on an interactive assumption and as a future
work we consider it interesting to investigate security based on non-interactive assumptions
such as a lifted variant of q-MSDH assumption s.t. the experiments challenge only contains
source group elements.
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Omitted Definitions
Digital Signatures

Digital signatures as an electronic analogue of a written signature ensure communication
privacy, the integrity of data, the authenticity of digital messages/senders, and the nonrepudiation of the sender. In what follows we formally define DS schemes and their security
requirements.
Definition A.1 (Digital Signatures). A digital signature, ΨDS , over message space M
consists of following PPT algorithms:
- (pp) ← Setup(1λ ): Setup is a probabilistic algorithm which takes the security parameter
1λ as input and returns the set of public parameters pp as output.
- (sk, vk) ← KGen(pp): Key generation is a probabilistic algorithm which takes pp as input
and outputs the pair of signing/verification keys (sk, vk).
- (σ) ← Sign(pp, sk, m): Signing algorithm takes pp, secret key sk and a message m ∈ M
as inputs and returns signature σ as output.
- (0, 1) ← Verify(pp, vk, σ, m): Verification is a deterministic algorithm which takes pp, a
signature σ, the message m ∈ M and verification key vk as inputs, responds with either
0 (reject) or 1 (accept).
The primary security requirements for digital signature are Correctness and unforgeability against chosen message attack, which define as follows:
Definition A.2 (Correctness). A digital signature, ΨDS , is called correct, if for a given
public parameters pp, we have:


Pr ∀ (sk, vk) ← KGen(pp), m ∈ M : Verify (vk, m, Sign(pp, sk, m)) = 1 ≥ 1 − negl(λ) .
Definition A.3 (Existential Unforgeability under Chosen Message Attack (EUFCMA) [GMR88]). A digital signature, ΨDS , is ε-EUF-CMA-secure if for all PPT
adversaries A on winning the security game in Fig. 7 we have, Adv EUF-CMA
(λ) =
DS,A
EUF-CMA
λ
Pr[GA
(1 ) = 1] ≤ ε.
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GEUF-CMA
(1λ )
A

OSign (m)

1:

pp ← Setup(1λ )

1:

Initialize Q = ∅

2:

(sk, vk) ← KGen(pp)

2:

σ ← Sign (pp, sk, m)

3:

(m∗ , σ ∗ ) ←$ AOSign (pp, vk)

3:

Q ← Q ∪ {m}

4:

return σ

4:

∗

∗

∗

return (m 6∈ Q ∧ Verify(pp, vk, m , σ ) = 1)
Fig. 7. Game GEUF-CMA
(1λ ).
A

There is a weaker security notion known as EUF-wCMA [BB08] which requires the
adversary to provide the challenger with the list of messages {m1 , . . . , mq } at the beginning
of the game (before receiving the public parameters and verification key).
Pointcheval-Sanders Signatures [PS16]. The PS signature (CT-RSA’16) works on an
asymmetric bilinear setting and for a single scalar message, i.e. k = 1, consists of the
following PPT algorithms:
– (pp) ← Setup(1λ ): The setup algorithm takes the security parameter 1λ as input and
returns the global public parameters pp = (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ), where g1 ←$ G1 and
g2 ←$ G2 are randomly selected generators as output.
– (sk, vk) ← KGen(pp): Takes the global public parameters pp as input, samples two random integers x, y ←$ Z∗p , returns the verification key as vk = (vk1 , vk2 ) := (g2x , g2y ) and
keeps the signing key sk = (sk1 , sk2 ) = (x, y) secret.
– (σ) ← Sign(pp, sk, m): Takes the secret signing key sk and a integer message m ∈ Zp
as inputs. It samples r ←$ Z∗p uniformly at random and then computes σ = (h, s) =
(g1r , hx+my ) and returns the signature σ as output.
– (0, 1) ← Verify(pp, vk, σ, m): To verify a signature σ, this algorithm takes pp, the verification key vk and message m as inputs. If h 6= 1G1 and the pairing product equation
e(h, vk1 vkm
2 ) = e(s, g2 ) holds, then it returns 1 (accept), otherwise it returns 0 (reject).
The correctness of this construction is straightforward and it is EUF-CMA-secure under
the PS assumption, stated in Def. 2.6.
Ghadafi’s SPS. Next, for a given security parameter λ, we outline the Ghadafi’s SPS
construction [Gha16] over a Diffie-Hellman message space MDH , as follows:
– (pp) ← Setup(1λ ): The setup algorithm takes the security parameter 1λ as input and
returns the global public parameters pp = (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ), where g1 ←$ G1 and
g2 ←$ G2 are randomly selected generators as output.
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– (sk, vk) ← KGen(pp): The key generation algorithm takes the global public parameters
pp as input, samples two random integers x, y ←$ Z∗p , returns the verification key as
vk = (vk1 , vk2 ) := (g2x , g2y ) and keeps the secret signing key sk = (sk1 , sk2 ) = (x, y)
secure.
– (σ) ← Sign(pp, sk, M1 , M2 ): The signing algorithm takes the secret signing key sk and a
DH message (M1 , M2 ) ∈ MDH such that e(M1 , g2 ) = e(g1 , M2 ) as inputs and samples
r ←$ Z∗p uniformly at random. Then it computes R = g1r , S = M1r and T = Rx S y , and
returns the signature σ = (R, S, T ) as output.
– (0, 1) ← Verify(pp, vk, σ, M1 , M2 ): To verify a signature σ, this algorithm takes pp, the
verification key vk and a message (M1 , M2 ) ∈ MDH as inputs. If R 6= 1G1 , S, T ∈ G1
and both pairing equations e(R, M2 ) = e(S, g2 ) and e(T, g2 ) = e(R, vk1 )e(S, vk2 ) hold,
then it returns 1 (accept), otherwise it returns 0 (reject).

B

Omitted Proofs

B.1

Proof of Theorem 2.1

Proof. Over an asymmetric bilinear setting (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ), let BAlg is the challenger of GPS3 assumption in the AGM and receives the SDL instance (Z1 , Z2 ) = (g1z , g2z )
a0 b0
as input. It simulates the GPS3 instance (X, Y ) := (g2x , g2y ) = (Z2a0 g2b0 , Z2 0 g20 ) by setting
x := a0 z + b0 and y := a00 z + b00 , where a0 , b0 , a00 , b00 are sampled uniformly at random from
Zp . Let the maximum number of queries to oracle O0GPS3 and O1GPS3 are denoted by q0 and
q1 , respectively. Then Balg simulates the defined oracles as follows:
– Oracle O0GPS3 (idi ): To simulate the ith query s.t. i ∈ [1, q0 ], if Q0 [idi ] =⊥, Balg samples
sets ri = ai z + bi .
ai , bi ←$ Zp andassigns Q0 [idi ] ← Z1ai g1bi that implicitly

GPS3
~
~
~
– Oracle O
(hj ; hj ), (Mj1 ; Mj1 ), (Mj2 ; Mj2 ) : To simulate the j th query for j ≥ 2
1

to this oracle we assume that the challenger has successfully simulated the k − 1
previously queries to this oracle. Thus the algebraic adversary Aalg has access to
n
o
r (x+m` y) j−1
s` = g1`
, where r` = dlogg1 (h` ) and m` is the extracted scalar message by
`=1

GPS3
th
the defined extractor Ext(.).
 In this case, Aalg makes the j -query to the oracle O1
~ j1 ), (Mj2 ; M
~ j2 ) that can be determined by
by providing the tuple (hj ; ~hj ), (Mj1 ; M
the following polynomials:

~ 1 ] = [Mj1 |g1 ] +
PMj1 [X

q0
X

R` [Mj1 |h` ] +

`=1

j−1
X

R` [Mj1 |s` ](X + m` Y) ,

(4a)

`=1

~ 2 ] = [Mj2 |g2 ] + X[Mj2 |X] + Y[Mj2 |Y ] ,
PMj2 [X
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(4b)

~ 1 = (X, Y, R1 , . . . , R|Q | ) and X
~ 2 = (X, Y). These two polynomials are dewhere X
0
fined based on the fact that, Aalg has access to the answers received from the oran
o
r (x+m` y) j−1
0
and s` = g1`
of the first source group elements and the
cles, {h` = g1r` }q`=1
`=1
GPS3 instances of the second source group elements. As it is shown in Fig. 2, the oracle O1GPS3 does not fail if e(hj , Mj2 ) = e(Mj1 , g2 ), which it implies the polynomial
~ T ] = PM [X
~ 1 ] − Rj PM [X
~ 2 ], where X
~T = X
~1 ·X
~ 2 , should be vanished on at least one
Pj [X
j1
j2
point like ~x1 = (x, y, r1 , . . . , rq0 ) and ~x2 = (x, y). We define the event E as the case that
~ T ] = 0 and there are two possible cases: 1 The event E fulfils, i.e. Pj [X
~ T ] = 0, then
Pj [X
the defined extractor can successfully extract the scalar messages mj for 1 ≤ j ≤ q1 . 2
~ T ] 6= 0, then we can define an algebraic adversary
The event does not fulfil, ¬E, i.e. Pj [X
D that can solve the SDL problem with a non-negligible advantage. We formally discuss
these two cases in the following claims.
~ T ] = 0, then the extractor can successfully extracts the scalar mesClaim 0.1: If Pj [X
sages mj .
~T] =
Proof. Similar to the proof of [KSAP21, Theorem 3.6, Claim.1], the condition Pj [X
~
~
0 implies the equality PMj1 [X1 ] = Rj PMj2 [X2 ] must hold. Thus based on the received
representations from Aalg , we can write:
q0 \{j}

[Mj1 |g1 ] +

X

R` [Mj1 |h` ] + Rj [Mj1 |hj ] +

j−1
X

R` [Mj1 |s` ](X + m` Y) =

(5)

`=1

`=1

Rj ([Mj2 |g2 ] + X[Mj2 |X] + Y[Mj2 |Y ]) .
Which this implies:
[Mj2 |g2 ] = [Mj1 |hj ] (Due to Rj ) ,

(6a)

[Mj1 |g1 ] = 0 (Due to Rj ) ,

(6b)

[Mj2 |X] = 0 (Due to Rj X) ,

(6c)

[Mj2 |Y ] = 0 (Due to Rj Y) ,

(6d)

{[Mj1 |h` ] = 0}∀

`∈[1,q0 ],`6=j

(Due to R` ) ,

(6e)

{[Mj1 |s` ] = 0}∀

`∈[1,j−1]

(Due to R` X) .

(6f)

[M |g ]

[Mj1 |hj ]

Finally, based on the above equations we can write, Mj2 = g2 j2 2 and Mj1 = hj
and therefore the extractor returns mj := [Mj2 |g2 ] = [Mj1 |hj ] as the scalar message.

t
u

~ T ] 6= 0, i.e. the extractor fails, the SDL problem is not hard.
Claim 0.2: If Pj [X
0
Proof. Based on the fact that x := a0 z + b0 , y := a00 z + b00 and {r` := a` z + b` }q`=1
, we can
q0
0
0
0
convert the variables X, Y and {R` }`=1 to A0 Z + B0 , A0 Z + B0 and {A` Z + B` }q`=1
and
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~
~ T ] from the polynomial P ∗ [X
~ T ]. If G∗ [Z
define a univariate polynomial G∗j [Z
j
j T ] 6= 0, then the
∗
∗
∗
equality Gj [~zT ] = Pj (~xT ) implies that Gj [~zT ] has at least one root like ~zT . Like the analysis
~ T ] = 0] ≤ Pr[a3 = 0] ≤
in the proof of [KSAP21, Theorem 3.6, Claim.2], we have Pr[G∗j [Z
~ T ]. Additionally,
3/p (Schwartz-Zippel lemma), where a3 is the leading coefficient of G∗j [Z
∗
~ T ] 6= 0, there exists a vector ~z as the root for this polynomial that can
in the case of Gj [Z
be the solution of SDL problem. Thus we can write:
∗ ~
SDL
~ T ] 6= 0 ∧ G∗ [Z
~
Pr[¬E] ≤ Pr[Pj∗ [X
(λ) + 3/p .
j T ] 6= 0] + Pr[Gj [ZT ] = 0] ≤ AdvD

(7)

Thus as a contradiction, if the extractor fails then we can define an algebraic algorithm
D that can solve the SDL problem with a non-negligible advantage. We can conclude
the challenger of the GPS3 problem can successfully simulate the defined oracles for the
adversary Aalg .
t
u
W.l.o.g we assume that the adversary Aalg has queried the maximum number of
queries
q0 and q1 to the provided oracles
as above s.t. q1 ≤ q0 . It finally outputs


∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
~
~
~
~
(h ; h ), (M1 ; M1 ), (M2 ; M2 ), (s ; s ) based on the received responses from the oracles
and also public parameters. From the received representations we can write:

~ 1]
Ph∗ [X

∗

= [h |g1 ] +

q0
X

∗

R` [h |h` ] +

`=1
∗
~ 1 ] = [M ∗ |g1 ] +
PM
[X
1
1

q1
X

R` [h∗ |s` ](X + m` Y) ,

q0
X

R` [M1∗ |h` ] +

`=1

q1
X

R` [M1∗ |s` ](X + m` Y) ,

q0
X

(8b)

`=1

∗
~ 2 ] = [M2∗ |g2 ] + X[M2∗ |X] + Y[M2∗ |Y ] ,
PM
[X
2

~ 1 ] = [s∗ |g1 ] +
Ps∗ [X

(8a)

`=1

R` [s∗ |h` ] +

`=1

q1
X

R` [s∗ |s` ](X + m` Y) .

(8c)
(8d)

`=1

Similar to the proof of [KSAP21, Theorem 3.6] if all conditions in the security game
in Fig. 2 are satisfied then we can define the following events:

3
GGPS
Aalg

3
1. Event E1 : GGPS
Aalg = 1 and also the extractor Ext(.) does not fail.


~ 1 ] = P ∗ [X
~ 1 ] − XP ∗ [X
~ 1 ] + YP ∗ [X
~ 1 ] is the zero2. Event E2 : The polynomial P2∗ [X
s
M1
h
polynomial.
~ T ] = P ∗ [X
~ 2 ]P ∗ [X
~ 1 ] − P ∗ [X
~ 1 ] is the zero-polynomial.
3. Event E3 : The polynomial P3∗ [X
M2
M1
h

Claim 0.3: Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ] = 0.
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Proof. The proof of this claim is similar to the proof of [KSAP21, Theorem 3.6, Claim.3].
t
u
SDL (λ) + 7/p.
Claim 0.4: Pr[E1 ∧ ¬E2 ] + Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ ¬E3 ] ≤ AdvD

Proof. The proof of this claim is similar to the proof of [KSAP21, Theorem 3.6, Claim.4].
t
u
Thus we can write:
Pr[E1 ] = Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ] + Pr[E1 ∧ ¬E2 ] + Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ ¬E3 ] =
SDL
Pr[E1 ∧ ¬E2 ] + Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ ¬E3 ] ≤ AdvD
(λ) + 7/p .

(9)

We can conclude:
GPS3
3
3
AdvBGPS
(λ) = Pr[GGPS
Aalg = 1 ∧ ¬E] + Pr[GAalg = 1 ∧ E] ≤
alg
SDL
SDL
SDL
AdvD
(λ) + 3/p + AdvD
(λ) + 7/p ≤ 2AdvD
(λ) + 10/p .

(10)
t
u

B.2

Proof of Theorem 4.2

Proof. The proof technique is inspired by the simulatability property of threshold signatures introduced by Gennaro et al. [GJKR96] and to achieve adaptive security we
borrow the proof technique used in the recent work of Bacho and Loss [BL22]. We use
a sequence of games and show that each is computationally indistinguishable from the
previous. The first game, G0 , is the real security game defined in Def. 4.3. We show
that the proposed (n, t)-SPTS construction is (ε, qh , qs )-Threshold EUF-CiMA secure, if
the underlying DKG construction is (t − 1, t)-OAAS secure, i.e. the t-OMDL assumption
is (ε1 )-hard along with the GPS3 problem is ε2 -hard (the underlying MI-SPS is EUFCiMA secure). Let an algebraic adversary, Aalg , which forges ΨSPTS successfully with a
non-negligible advantage, we build an algebraic algorithm Balg against the hardness of
t-OMDL assumption and the hardness of GPS3 assumption (the unforgeability of the
proposed MI-SPS) that
 uses
 Aalg as asubroutine and has the success probability of

(t−1)! (n−t+1)!
Pr[t-OMDLB = 1] − qh2 /p, in the AGM+ROM.
≤ Pr[GPSB
3 = 1] + 4 1 −
n!
This can be demonstrated in the following steps:

• Game G0 : This is the actual unforgeability game with static corruption and we assume
the existence of a challenger Balg who is taking the role of all uncorrupted players in the
distributed key generation phase and honestly answers the required oracles.
Initialization. For a given asymmetric bilinear group setting (G1 , G2 , GT , p, e, g1 , g2 ),
Balg initializes S(id,M2 ) = ∅ for all (id, M̃ ) ∈ MH
iDH , C = ∅ and H = P \ C, QH = ∅ and
QS = ∅. Additionally as a trusted dealer Balg samples a global secret key sk = (sk1 , sk2 ) =
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(x, y) ←$ Z2p and defines two polynomials F (x) ∈ Ztp [X] and G(x) ∈ Ztp [X] of degree t
s.t. F (0) = x and G(0) = y and then generates the global verification key vk = (g2x , g2y )
F (j) G(j)
along with vkj = (g2 , g2 ) for and parties Pj s.t. j ∈ [1, n]. It also receives the list of
corrupted parties C from Aalg (static corruption).
Oracles: According to the definition of threshold EUF-CiMA security, Balg should provide the corruption and partial signing oracles along with a random oracle for the adversary
A as follows:
– Random oracle, H(id): It takes an index id ∈ I as input and if QH [id] =⊥, it samples r ←$ Zp and assigns QH [id] ← g1r . It returns QH [id] as output. W.l.o.g let the
algebraic adversary Aalg before any partial signing query on an indexed DH message
(id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH , she queries the random oracle H(.) with id and it answers with
h s.t. dlogh (M1 ) = dlogg2 (M2 ) = m.
– Oracle OC (j): If a player Pj is corrupted by adversary Aalg , the challenger updates H =
H\{j} and C = C ∪{j} and then reveals the internal state of Pj which contains its secret
signing key shares skj = (F (j), G(j)). Note that Balg has access to all coefficients of
these two polynomials and can compute the secret key of all parties including corrupted
and honest parties.
– Oracle OPSign (k, M ): Adversary Aalg has access to the partial signing oracle which is
provided by the challenger Balg . For queries M := (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH and an honest
party identifier k ∈ H, if (id, ?) 6∈ QS , then it honestly runs the partial signing algorithm
σk ← Par-Sign(pp, skk , M ), updates S(id,M2 ) = S(id,M2 ) ∪ {k} and QS = QS ∪ {(id, M2 )},
and returns σk to Aalg .
Forgery: At the end of this game, A returns forge signature σ ∗ on message M̃ ∗ =
∈ MiDH . We denote the event of σ ∗ being a valid signature on message M̃ ∗ by

(M1∗ , M2∗ )
GA
0 = 1.

• Game G1 : This game is identical to the previous game except the fact that the challenger
issues the public parameters and provides the oracles with the help of the challenger of
GPS3 problem. Similar to the previous game, in this game we assume the static corruption
and later we lift it to the adaptive corruption under the hardness of t-OMDL problem.
Initialization. Balg receives the GPS3 instance, (g2r0 , g2v0 ) from the challenger, and the
list of corrupted parties, C, from Aalg s.t. |C| ≤ t − 1 and sets H = P \ C. Balg assigns the
global verification key as vk0 ← (g2r0 , g2v0 ) and acts as follows:
– To define the pair of secret/verification keys of the corrupted parties Pi s.t. i ∈ C,
the challenger Balg samples the random integers xi , yi ←$ Zp and computes their secret
keys as ski = (ski1 , ski2 ) := (xi , yi ) along with their corresponding verification keys
vki = (vki1 , vki2 ) := (g2xi , g2yi ).
– To generate the verification key of the honest parties Pk s.t. k ∈ H, H = P \ C, Balg
proceeds as follows:
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1. For all i ∈ T := C ∪ {0} it computes the Lagrange polynomials evaluated at point
k as below:
Q
j∈T ,j6=i (j − k)
T
Li (k) = Q
mod p .
(11)
j∈T ,j6=i (j − i)
2. To generate the verification key of an honest party Pk , it takes the verification
keys of corrupted parties and the global verification key vk0 and then it computes
Q
LT (k) Q
LT (k)
vkk := (vkk1 , vkk2 ) = ( i∈T vki1i , i∈T vki2i ).
This completes the initialization phase by publishing the verification key of signers including
~ along with the global verification key vk .
honest and corrupted parties, vk,
0
Oracles: Like the previous game, Balg provides the following oracles:
– Random oracle, H(id): It takes an index id ∈ I as input and call the O0GPS oracle
with id. The oracle returns Q0 [id] as output and Balg delivers QH [id] ← Q0 [id] to the
adversary.
– Oracle OC (j): For the list of corrupted parties Pj , j ∈ C s.t. |C| < t, Balg returns the
secret key of each party Pj as the internal state to Aalg computed in the previous phase
(static corruption).
– Oracle OPSign (k, M ): For a given M := (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH along with an honest
party identifier k ∈ H, Balg , if (id, ?) 6∈ QS then it acts as follows:
1. B queries id to the random oracle H(.) to obtain the basis of h. It then queries O1GPS3
oracle under (h, M1 , M2 ) and receives the signature σ0 = (h, s0 ) as the response.
2. For all corrupted parties i ∈ C, B computes the partial signatures σi = (h, si ) =
sk
(h, hski1 M1 i2 ).
3. For all i ∈ T := C ∪ {0}, Balg computes the Lagrange polynomials evaluated at
point k the same as equation 11.
Q
LT (k)
4. It computes σk = (h, sk ) = (h, i∈T si i ) and returns σk back.
5. It then updates S(id,M2 ) = S(id,M2 ) ∪ {k} and QS = QS ∪ {(id, M2 )}.
Forgery phase: In this step, A returns a tuple of forged signature (h∗ , M1∗ , M2∗ , s∗ )
such that it passes the verification phase and |S(?,M2∗ ) ∪ C| < t. As we already define the
verification key of the SPTS scheme the same as the GPS3 problem instance then the
challenger Balg transfers the received forge from Aalg as a valid forgery to the underlying
B
A
challenger of GPS3 problem, then we have Pr[GA
0 = 1] − Pr[G1 = 1] ≤ Pr[GPS3 = 1].
• Game G2 : This game is identical to the previous game, except the fact that the challenger Balg in this game generates the public parameters based on the t-OMDL and GPS3
assumptions instances and answers the oracles according to these assumptions as well.
Initialization: Let (g2r0 , g2v0 ) ∈ G22 is the GPS3 problem’s instance, and ζ1 =
r1
(g2 , . . . , g2rt ) ∈ Gt2 and ζ2 = (g2v1 , . . . , g2vt ) ∈ Gt2 be the t-OMDL1 and t-OMDL2 instances,
respectively. According to Theorem 4.1, the Pedersen DKG is (t − 1, t)-OAAS secure, then
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Balg can build two algebraic simulators Sim1 and Sim2 in parallel that on a given t-OMDL1
and t-OMDL2 instances along with t − 1 access to the discrete logarithm oracles, Dlog1g2 (.)
and Dlog2g2 (.), acts as follows:
– Taken (g2r0 , g2v0 ), ζ1 and ζ2 , Balg can interpolate two polynomials F (x), G(x) ∈ Ztp [X]
of degree t with coefficients riPand vi for all i ∈ [1, t] andP
constant terms of r0 and v0 ,
t
i
respectively, i.e. F (x) = r0 + ti=1 ri xi and G(x)
=
v
+
i=1 vi x .

 Q0
Q
i
i
=
– It then computes the shares as
g2r0 ti=1 (g2ri )j , g2v0 ti=1 (g2vi )j
 Pt−1

Pt


i
i
r ·j
v ·j
F (j) G(j)
g1 i=0 i , g2 i=0 i
=
g2 , g2
, and issues the verification keys


F (j) G(j)
vkj = (vkj1 , vkj2 ) = g2 , g2
, for all parties j ∈ [1, n].
f (0)

g(0)

– It then computes the global verification key vk0 = (vk01 , vk02 ) = (g2 , g2 ) =
r0 v0
~
(g
with
the set
2 , g2 ) along


 of verification keys vk = (vk1 , . . . , vkn ) =
f (1) g(1)
f (n) g(n)
g2 , g2
, . . . , g2 , g2
.
This completes the initialization phase by publishing the global verification key vk0
~ We remark that since the Pedersen’s DKG is OAAS secure then the distribution of
and vk.
public parameters in this game is identical to the previous one.
Oracles: By having access to the aforementioned instances, Balg simulates the oracles
by taking the advantage of existing oracles in the underlying assumptions as follows:
– Random oracle, H(id): It takes an index id as input and call the O0GPS oracle with id.
The oracle returns Q0 [id] as output and Balg delivers QH [id] ← Q0 [id] to the adversary.
W.l.o.g let the algebraic adversary Aalg before any partial signing query on an indexed
DH message, (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH , it queries the random oracle H(.) with index id and
it answers with h s.t. dlogg2 (M2 ) = dlogh (M1 ) = m.
– Oracle OC (j): The algebraic adversary Aalg has access to this oracle to corrupt up to t−
1 parties by querying the index j ∈ [1, n]. To answer, Balg queries the discrete logarithm
f (j)
g(j)
oracles Dlog1g2 (g2 ) and Dlog2g2 (g2 ) and returns skj = (skj1 , skj2 ) = (f (j), g(j)) =
(xj , yj ) as the internal state of the corrupted party Pj and updates C = C ∪{j}. Aalg can
corrupt at most t−1 parties at any point of the game (adaptive corruption setting). For
the simplicity, Balg records the received responses from the discrete logarithm oracles
in QC [j] ← (f (j), g(j)) that for all entries it is initialized by ⊥.
– Oracle OPSign (k, M ): For each given message M := (id, M1 , M2 ) ∈ MH
iDH along with
an honest party identifier k ∈ H, if (id, ?) 6∈ QS then Balg acts as follows:
1. B queries id to the random oracle H(id) if QH (id) =⊥ then B aborts the query.
Otherwise it queries O1GPS (.) oracle under (h, M1 , M2 ) and receives the signature
σ0 = (h, s0 ) as output. It then acts as follows:
• B picks a random index i0 ∈ [1, t] s.t. QC [i0 ] =⊥ at the current point of the
experiment, and then it continues querying to the discrete logarithm oracles
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Dlog1g2 (.) and Dlog2g2 (.) for all parties in {P1 , . . . , Pt } \ {Pi0 } and updates QC .
Note that after this phase, all indices in range [1, t] are queried to the discrete
logarithm oracles except the index i0 .
• n
For all parties’ identifier i ∈o C \ {0, i0 }, B computes the partial signatures
g(i)
.
σi = (h, si ) = (h, hf (i) M1 )
0
i∈C\{0,i }

2. For all i ∈ T := C ∪ {0}, it computes the Lagrange basis polynomials evaluated at
point k the same as equation 11.
Q
LT (k)
3. It then computes σk = (h, sk ) = (h, i∈C∪{0} si i ) and returns σk back as the
partial signature generated by the party Pk .
4. It then updates S(id,M2 ) = S(id,M2 ) ∪ {k} and QS = QS ∪ {(id, M2 )}.
Since the distribution of the provided public parameters and the oracles are the same
A
as the previous game then we have Pr[GA
1 = 1] = Pr[G2 = 1], and we can write,
B
A
A
Pr[G0 = 1] − Pr[G2 = 1] ≤ Pr[GPS3 = 1].
Forgery phase: In this step, Aalg returns a forged signature σ ∗ = (h∗ , s∗ ) on message M̃ ∗ := (M1∗ , M2∗ ) ∈ MiDH s.t. it passes the verification phase and |S(?,M2∗ ) ∪
C| < t. We denote the event of σ ∗ being a valid signature on message (M1∗ , M2∗ ) by
A
G
 and then she outputs the representation vectors,
 2 = 1. Aalg is an algebraic adversary
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
~
~
~
(h ; h ), (M1 ; M1 ), (M2 ; M2 ), (s ; s~ ) , and we have:
~ 1 ] = [h∗ |g1 ] +
Ph∗ [X

qh
X

qh
X

X

R` [f ∗ |h` ] +

(12a)

n
X

R` [f ∗ |s` ](Xj + m` Yj ) ,

(12b)

m` ∈QS ,j∈SM`

`=1

~ 2 ] = [M ∗ |g2 ] +
PM2∗ [X
2

R` [h∗ |s` ](Xj + m` Yj ) ,

m` ∈QS ,j∈SM`

`=1

~ 1 ] = [f ∗ |g1 ] +
PM1∗ [X

X

R` [h∗ |h` ] +

(X` [M2∗ |X` ] + Y` [M2∗ |Y` ]) ,

(12c)

`=0

~ 1 ] = [s∗ |g1 ] +
Ps∗ [X

qh
X
`=1

R` [s∗ |h` ] +

X

R` [s∗ |s` ](Xj + m` Yj ) ,

(12d)

m` ∈QS ,j∈SM`

~1
~2
where X
=
(X1 , . . . , Xqs +t−1 , Y1 , . . . , Yqs +t−1 , R1 , . . . , Rqh ) and X
=
(X0 , X1 , . . . , Xn , Y0 , Y1 , . . . , Yn ). Note that all these polynomials are defined based
on the fact that the algebraic adversary has access to the public generators g1 , g2 along
with the global verification key vk0 = (g2x0 , g2y0 ) and all n parties verification keys
n
h
{vki = (g2x0 , g2yi )}i=1 and also the received answers from random oracle {h` = g1r` }q`=1
qh
and can compute {M1` = g1m` r` }`=1
. It also has access to the answers received from
the partial signing oracle under the index of honest and corrupted parties j ∈ P, i.e.
n
o
r (x +m y ) qs ,|SM` |
s`,j = g1k j ` j
.
`=1,j=1
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Assume idmi is the ith query to the random oracle, H(.), and the index of the received
challenge message is i∗ ∈ [1, qh ] (as we discussed the adversary has queried the random
oracle before the forgery phase). Let the sampled randomnesses on indices i and index
∗
i∗ are denoted by ri and r∗ , i.e. QH [idm∗ ] ← g1r and QH [idmi ] ← g1ri , respectively. We
split the answers from random oracle and partial signing oracle to the queries of challenge
index idm∗ and challenge message M̃ ∗ and since we are assuming that the adversary can
(x+m∗ y)
successfully forge then from s∗ = h∗
, we can write:
(©)

z
R∗ (X + m∗ Y) = [s∗ |g1 ] +

}|
X

{

qh \{i∗ }

R` [s∗ |h` ] +R∗ [s∗ |h∗ ]+

`=1

X

(13)

∗

R` [s |s` ](Xj + m` Yj ) +

m` ∈QS ,j∈SM`

|

X

R∗ [s∗j |s∗ ](Xj + m∗ Yj ) .

j∈SM`

{z

(¨)

}

As we already assumed that the adversary wins the forgery game with a non-negligible
advantage and also the defined random oracle is collision resistance (we will discuss the
probability of this event in game G4 ), then neither (¨) nor (©)
P parts of the equation
include the term R∗ and we can write (X + m∗ Y) = [s∗ |h∗ ] + nj=1 [s∗j |s∗ ](Xj + m∗ Yj ).
Let (X + m∗ Y) and (Xj + m∗ Yj ) are denoted
by x and xj , respectively. We can define an
P
event E as the event that x 6= [s∗ |h∗ ] + nj=1 ([s∗j |s∗ ]xj ).
∗
Lemma B.1. Let GA
2 = 1 denotes the event that the forged signature σ in game G2 on
message (M1∗ , M2∗ ) ∈ MiDH be valid and event E is defined as above. Then there are two
PPT algebraic adversaries A1alg and A2alg playing either t-OMDL1 or t-OMDL2 (we denote
A2
both with t-OMDL) s.t. Pr[t−OMDLA1 = 1] = Pr[GA
= 1] ≥
4 = 1 ∧ ¬E] and Pr[t−OMDL
A
(1 − 1/p) · Pr[G4 = 1 ∧ E].

Proof. The proof of this Lemma is the same as [BL22, Lemma 4.2].

t
u

Thus Balg as an attacker against the t-OMDL picks j ∗ ←$ {1, 2} and then internally
∗
emulates Ajalg and for a p ≥ 2 we can write:
Pr[t-OMDLB = 1] =
Pr[t-OMDLA1 = 1 | j ∗ = 1] · Pr[j ∗ = 1] + Pr[t-OMDLA2 = 1 | j ∗ = 2] · Pr[j ∗ = 2] =

(14)
1/2 Pr[t-OMDLA1 = 1] + Pr[t-OMDLA2 = 1] ≥



1
A
A
1/2 1 −
Pr[GA
2 = 1 ∧ E] + Pr[G2 = 1 ∧ ¬E] ≥ 1/4 Pr[G2 = 1] .
p
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• Game G3 : Let the set of corrupted parties before the first query to the partial signing
oracle is denoted by C ← and C → denotes the list corrupted parties after this point of
experiment s.t. C = C ← ∪ C → . This game is identical to the previous game, except the
challenger in the first partial signing oracle query samples an index i0 ∈ [1, n]\C ← uniformly
at random. Once the adversary Aalg queries the corruption oracle on the index i0 then Balg
aborts and Aalg loses the game. In a worse case, we assume the adversary does not query the
corruption oracle before querying the partial signing oracle for the first time, i.e. C ← = ∅.
The probability of this event is given by the inverse of the number of (t − 1)-element
combinations of n object taken without repetition. Thus we can write:



(t − 1)! (n − t + 1)!
A
Pr[G3 = 1] ≤ 1 −
Pr[GA
(15)
2 = 1] .
n!
As a simple example, for a full threshold setting, t = n, we have, Pr[GA
3 = 1] ≤
A
(1 − (1/n)) Pr[G2 = 1].
• Game G4 : This game is the same as the previous game except once there are two distinct
indices idm1 and idm2 s.t. H(idm1 ) = H(idm2 ) then Balg aborts and Aalg loses the game.
A
2
The probability of this event is Pr[GA
4 = 1] ≤ Pr[G3 = 1] − qh /p. Then we can write:



(t − 1)! (n − t + 1)!
A
2
(16)
Pr[G4 = 1] ≤ 1 −
Pr[GA
2 = 1] − qh /p .
n!
From equation 14 we have:



(t − 1)! (n − t + 1)!
A
Pr[G4 = 1] ≤ 4 1 −
Pr[t-OMDLB = 1] − qh2 /p .
n!

(17)

A
A
In addition, as the distribution of output in games GA
2 , G3 and G4 are identical
and the verification key of the SPTS scheme is the same as the GPS3 instance (MI-SPS
construction) then Balg transfers the received forgery as a valid forgery to the Challenger
of GPS3 problem (challenger of MI-SPS scheme). Thus we can write:

B
A
Pr[GA
0 = 1] ≤ Pr[GPS3 = 1] + Pr[G2 = 1] ⇒



(t − 1)! (n − t + 1)!
TSPS
AdvA (λ) ≤ ε2 + 4 1 −
ε1 − qh2 /p .
n!

(18)
t
u
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